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Executive Summary
Background
Women’s Lives Leeds is a unique partnership of initially twelve (now eleven) women and girl’s
organisations from across Leeds. The consortium of organisations are working together to support the
most vulnerable women and girls within the city of Leeds.

Findings
•

Women’s Lives Leeds is working to enable and empower women in a range of ways. The service is
increasing confidence and control amongst service users, as well as improving their skills, and ability
to cope. Clients are supported to become more independent and to participate within the
programme itself. The mechanisms by which empowerment is built include listening, creating a safe
space, offering flexible service delivery, being led by service users and providing peer support. Staff
also reported feeling empowered themselves because of their roles within Women’s Lives Leeds.

•

Women’s Lives Leeds offers service provision that includes holistic delivery. This is described by
workers as encompassing intensive support that is tailored and on- going, working together in a
range of ways to deal with a range of issues experienced by service users. Complex Needs Workers
provide practical support (e.g. attending meetings, language support) and emotional support by
listening to women and building trust.

•

Women’s Lives Leeds operates a gender specific model of service delivery. This involves the
creation of safe spaces to interact with women (of particular importance for some BME
communities), a confidential service, and women supporting women. The service model also
includes elements noted above such as long-term and holistic support, provided city-wide via a
strategic consortium which adds value.

•

The Complex Needs Service provides tailored support, based upon service user needs, flexibility,
proactive engagement and longer-term support.

•

Service user outcomes highlighted by workers, and women exiting the complex needs service
included increased confidence and resilience, improved mental health, women leaving abusive
relationships as well as becoming involved within
Women’s Lives Leeds. Women were also reported as accessing education and peer support,
receiving advice and support, having the space to talk and feeling better.

•

Women’s Lives Leeds is unique in its service offer in numerous ways including proactive
engagement, the complex needs aspect of its provision and new facilities such as the web-site. The
work is also part of a city-wide offer, which includes outreach and workers who specialise in mental
health, post removal support, sex working, BME support, girls and young women and domestic
violence. The Complex Needs service is designed to allow staff the time and space to work with
women on their own terms, in creative and flexible ways. The service is gender specific in that
women staff support female service users. Finally, the consortium of organisations working
collaboratively offers the potential to create a wider, more strategic impact across Leeds.

•

Numerous success factors were noted within the interviews in relation to areas of Women’s Lives
Leeds that are considered to be working well. For example, shared values, solidarity, commitment
(to deliver) and respect across the partnership organisations who are working together. Data
sharing, effective management and clear processes were described as important by those involved.
The skills of delivery workers, sharing of resources and co-production were also noted. Finally,
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several areas of learning via the partnership, for front line workers, as well as in relation to service
user needs were articulated.

How we have done the evaluation (so far)
Semi-structured interviews with staff and service users involved in Women’s Lives Leeds have been used to
produce this report. 11 CEOs from each partner organisation, 3 members of the Core Team, 5 Complex
Needs Workers, and 4 Community Development Workers were interviewed. 3 service users who had exited
the complex needs service were interviewed. Forms completed by women (n=25) exiting the complex
needs service are also summarised within this report.
Contact/further information
For further information about this research, please contact Dr Louise Warwick-Booth from the School of
Health and Community Studies, Leeds Beckett University.
L.Warwick-Booth@leedsbeckett.ac.uk
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1

Introduction

1.1 The Women’s Lives Leeds Offer
Women’s Lives Leeds is a unique partnership of initially twelve (now eleven) women and girl’s
organisations from across Leeds. The organisations have specialisms in domestic violence, mental health,
sexual health, sex work, trafficking, child sexual exploitation and education. A proportion of the
membership work specifically with women and girls from BAME groups.
The consortium of organisations are working together to support the most vulnerable women and girls
within the city of Leeds. Such women are often experiencing mental health problems, domestic abuse,
sexual violence and exploitation. Many also have experience of the criminal justice system, sex work and
substance misuse. The delivery partners focus on the most disadvantaged communities within Leeds, with
the aim of reaching greater numbers of vulnerable women, and the most vulnerable, ensuring they receive
holistic, joined-up support, no matter where in the city they live.

1.2 Evaluation Aims and Objectives
This component of the evaluation was conducted by researchers from the Centre for Health Promotion
Research, Leeds Beckett University during December 2017 - September 2018.
The evaluation is a qualitative approach, drawing data from interviews thus far, with staff who are involved
the Women’s Lives Leeds Partnership. The specific objectives of the evaluation are to:
1.

Assess the projects effectiveness, measured against the outcomes of WLL as
specified within the project plan;

2.

Design a flexible, participatory and co-produced approach in which peer evaluators
and service users are both involved and empowered;

3.

Deliver a test and learn approach in which the on-going findings of the project feed
into learning and delivery (via presentation at events on a yearly basis)
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2 Evaluation Methodology
We are using an approach to the evaluation which places the project staff, partners, stakeholders and
service users at the centre of it. To ensure that the evaluation is rigorous we will test the existing the
Theory of Change (TOC) underpinning Women’s Lives Leeds delivery, by using this as an approach to
provide an overall framework for the evaluation. Our previous research shows how important it is to
appreciate the context in which programmes operate as this can be critical for the success (or not) of such
programmes and the evaluation team has extensive experience in using this approach. The evaluation is
using qualitative tools to add depth and insight to in-house monitoring data, already being collated by the
internal Evaluation Officer, employed by Women’s Lives Leeds.

2.1 Partner Organisation interviews (CEOs)
11 partner interviews with CEOs were conducted in December 2017-January 2018. Each CEO of the
organisations included within the consortium was interviewed, either face to face or via the telephone
according to the participant’s preferences, to gain their views on the partnership and delivery so far. This
aspect of the data collection was to gather their views on effectiveness (evaluation objective 1), and to
report on learning about delivery (evaluation objective 3).

2.2 Delivery Staff interviews
12 semi-structured interviews were conducted with all staff involved in the delivery of Women’s Lives
Leeds, either face to face or via the telephone according to participant’s preferences,
•
5 Complex Needs Workers
•
4 Community Development Workers
•
3 staff members who make up the Central Team
Interview schedules were developed in line with the objectives for the evaluation and tailored to capture
learning associated with varying staff roles. The schedules broadly covered the following key areas: the
project approach, its delivery, its impact upon service users, any learning and suggestions where
improvements can be made (see appendix 1 for the full schedules).

2.3 Service User Interviews
3 women who had exited the complex needs service were interviewed during August and September 2018.
Interviews were conducted over the telephone to explore service user views and experiences of the
complex needs service.

2.4 Internal monitoring data
Service users complete an exit form as they are signed off from the Complex Needs Service. The evaluation
team were supplied with 25 completed exit forms in August 2018. These are collated and summarised
within this report.

2.5 Analysis
The verbatim transcripts from all of the interviews, were analysed using Framework Analysis. Framework
Analysis develops a hierarchical thematic framework to classify and organise data according to key themes,
concepts and emergent categories. The framework is the analytic tool that identifies key themes as a
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matrix where patterns and connections emerge across the data (Ritchie et al., 2003). The matrix was
constructed using the aims of the evaluation. Themes were agreed by members of the research team.
Internal monitoring data (Complex Needs exit forms) were collated and compared, with key points included
in this report, listed under a series of questions that service users are asked to report upon at the time of
their exit from the service.

2.6 Ethics
The evaluation was given ethical approval through Leeds Beckett University ethics procedures. The
following practices were adhered to ensure ethical rigour:
•
•
•

Informed consent – written or verbal consent was obtained from all participants in the interviews;
Confidentiality and anonymity – no personal identifying information has been used in the reporting
the data;
Secure information management – security was maintained through password protected university
systems.
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3 Findings
3.1 Enabling and empowering women
Empowerment as an outcome
Those interviewed were also asked to comment upon empowerment as a service user outcome. Did they
think that Women’s Lives Leeds both enables and empowers women, and if so, in what ways? Many
examples were provided of the ways in which empowerment was being achieved for example, in
increasing confidence:
‘I’ve had really good feedback from the women who we’ve made referrals for. They’ve said that they feel a
lot more empowered. Their confidence level has really gone up. There’s one lady, the journey and her
attitude, her whole demeanour has changed totally. And she says that that’s since she accessed our drop-in
and from the support that she’s had. So, I feel that it’s made a massive difference.’
‘the project is about not doing everything for them [referring to service users] and everybody being reliant
on us to be here forever. It’s about making ourselves unemployed because we’re empowering people where
they don’t need us anymore.
… we’re giving them hopefully the life skills to carry on with their lives without us being there as well.’
In other circumstances this is about enabling women to have more confidence:
‘… we’ll go on the bus together, so they’re familiar with the bus route. And then I might say, ‘Are you happy
to catch the bus to town by yourself? … And trying to do it in, sort of like dribs and drabs. The thing is as
well is that ultimately the service is designed to empower women. And ultimately you want women to be
independent and to be functioning by themselves.’
A Complex Needs Worker noted that enabling women to have more control was an important component
of an empowering approach:
‘It enables women to take control of their lives, to access support and services, to leave domestic violence,
abusive relationships, to get out of dangerous situations, to increase access to education, to then be
independent. And that’s empowering.’
Developing skills amongst service users was noted as being important within the processes of
empowerment to enable women to be able to cope:
‘… the complex needs, by supporting women through a real complex time and I think that’s fantastic to give
that, so that they can come to the end of that support and have a much better skill set to be able to flourish
and to be able to cope with things. I think that the project does empower a lot of women. […] All of the
things that empower women – independence, I think it’s great. I think that a lot of women are really
benefitting from the project.’
‘I can really only speak from my own personal experiences. The work that I do helps them to be able, it’s like
I said about being resilient and coping with whatever life throws at them and knowing that they can do
that. And I think that’s really empowering to know that they can deal with whatever life throws at them.’
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Enabling women to become independent
Workers felt that enabling women to become independent was also a benchmark that could be associated
with empowerment:
‘I think the independence one is a really important thing, and confidence as well. It’s about making sure that
they know how to help themselves basically. And I think we pride ourselves on being more than just a
service. It’s very much sort of ‘We know what you’re going through.’ And that’s how the complex needs
workers work.’
‘… the emphasis is on doing things with women, not for women…’
Participation as empowerment
There are several opportunities within the Women’s Lives Leeds Project for service users to become
involved in the project, for example via the Hubs and Advisory Board. These opportunities are seen to
enable women to participate and to have their voices heard by staff members:
And one of the concepts also that came out was to make Leeds a women friendly Leeds as well. So that’s
something really important too.
‘WLL had the women’s and girls’ hub as well, where they’re having a meeting that’s a forum. They’re
identifying what the issues are that are affecting them. And they’re actually impacting on public policy
because previously there was a state of men’s health report, but there wasn’t a state of women’s health
report. And out of the forum, this is something that they’ve pushed for. So that is very empowering really.
Aspirations to build more representative and diverse participation within the forums was also articulated:
‘… the idea is very much to just get people to the table … so that those women build relationships, start to
think about what’s important to them as women. … I don’t think the topic is what’s important. I think
what’s interesting and important is trying to pull those relationships. So we’ve got two women from the
Advisory Board going out for four or five weeks to try to build a relationship with twelve women who don’t
share the same language, don’t share the same culture, and looking for what the commonality is… the
outcome hopefully will be that maybe one or two of those 12 will be inspired to come along, and they feel
enabled and empowered … I’m trying not to define what success will look like. But we’re moving towards
that getting representatives on the Partnership board … So, they are being given opportunities to see the
voice and influence structures within the city and see how their voices can be heard.’
Another Central Team member noted that there were challenges with trying to get service users involved
in some aspects of the project, but that if space was created to listen to women that they reported feeling
valued and important:
‘We wanted to get women involved [in the recruitment process]…so when we recruited last time, we got
people involved, a couple of women right from shortlisting. And we taught them how to shortlist, to see if
they matched who the manager’s shortlisted. […] And it was already pre-determined that their voice would
be an equal voice to the managers on the panel, and they designed some of the questions. … they said was
it was incredibly meaningful. … they were people who were trying to get into work. And they hadn’t
understood the processes, to see it from the other side. … afterwards I did some evaluation with [one of the
women], and she said she felt so valued as a result, because she couldn’t believe that her opinion was as
important as the CEOs, and that they were able to ask questions.’
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‘We’ve got some good evidence coming through that women do feel empowered and supported to make
better lifestyle choices...
Feeling part of something was noted as being important by one worker in relation to potential
empowerment:
‘I think that they feel a part of something. We’re trying to empower women as part of the project, and we
can tell them that we’re in a female only service.’
Client led/ safe space
Being client led was also noted as important within the service provision to support and enable women.
This client led approach, working with women in a safe space was noted as important in empowering
women in relation to allowing them to learn, to reflect, and to make their own choices with support:
‘I think it’s just about providing those options, allowing a woman a safe space to explore what her options
are and then encouraging her to make an informed choice… It’s about you being led by the client
themselves, allowing them to make their own choices. And if you do feel that maybe a decision or
something that they’re considering might be detrimental, then rather than saying, ‘I don’t think that’s a
good idea’, it’s just saying, ‘Well what might the implications be of that?’ And helping them to think
through any choices or decisions that they’re thinking about making.
So, I think that’s pretty much how I would empower women, just to give them that safe space and
encourage them to think about the implications really of what their choice might be.’
Providing a safe space and support in allowing women to feedback were also noted as important from the
worker’s perspectives:
‘I just think that as the service developed, run by women for women, it’s quite empowering. The fact that
they are given regular opportunities to feedback, you know do service evaluations and outcome monitoring,
so that they can input. The fact that they are offered so many opportunities to participate in the service, to
be on the board, to be part of the service users’ feedback groups and stuff like that, that we try to include
them in decision making. And yes, just regularly take their feedback on board I think is quite empowering’

Flexibility was noted as being key by several of the workers interviewed and this was linked by one to
empowerment as an outcome:
‘I think what is working well and in favour of the service is the flexibility that we’re able to offer the service
users. So, for example, I don’t have three fixed days of work.
… If for example, a lady might have a five-day court hearing, I will quite often cover those extra days, and
then I’m able to take it back in lieu later on. … I can be flexible to adapt to whatever their needs are, when
they have meetings or when they need extra input. But it also works well for me as a worker then because
I’m able to take that flexibility back. I don’t feel like I’m giving and giving and giving. … there is a guideline
as to how long we support ladies for, because you don’t just want to be working with people with no end in
sight. That’s not empowering. That’s not productive. But because it’s needs-led, there isn’t a very specific
guideline as to the end of work.’
The importance of women supporting women and how this feeds into wider recent feminist activism was
also discussed as being important from the point of view of several workers:
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‘… we really want to empower these women to be independent and to be active citizens of society. We want
them to feel like they can say things and that their voices will be heard. And I think the fact that we are a
women’s organisation and we have female workers allows that to happen, where it might not.’
‘Working with women, empowering women, meeting the needs of women in Leeds. The approach is just to
empower women, to support them and to meet all their complex needs within Leeds. So, work across the
whole city. So yes, I think that’s what we’re doing, and it is a positive outcome. And it’s really flexible and
creative…compared to other projects.’
One worker also noted her own sense of pride at her involvement within Women’s Lives Leeds, linked to
her view of empowerment being enhanced within the city:
‘In terms of my personal learning, I would say that for me, I feel really proud to be part of something that’s
trying to make a difference for women and girls across the city. I would say I’ve definitely learnt that there
are a lot of services that care, certainly the organisations that make up our Partnership, are very passionate
about helping women and caring for women, and coming from a place that’s really important, trying to put
women at the top of the agenda.’
The approach of the Team was also underpinned by attempts to ensure that workers delivering the service,
also felt empowered. Responding and reflecting collectively on learning going forwards for the next phase
of delivery was an area that the Core Team had already started to consider, to ensure that staff understood
the importance of capturing learning during the lifetime of Women’s Lives Leeds:
‘… we’ve invited all the staff to have a conversation about what they’ve said about us. So, we know line
managers have said something different. But we feel comfortable that we want to have that relationship
with the staff now … So, we’re trying to empower them to give us the suggestions to make things better. …
the difficulty is when you’ve got the CEOs and the staff, and that then is the friction.’
Ongoing learning for staff and CEOs was also seen as being a component of empowerment:
‘… there’s lots of really good stuff that’s come together. The team have been fantastic. We’ve had our
problems. And that’s fine. I don’t expect things to run smoothly…The CEOs still being together and
recognising that they’ve still got lots to do is self-learning and really positive. Staff are now starting to feel
more empowered and are starting to meet on their own without facilitating it. But it’s taken a while for
them to recognise that.’
Empowering approach to working with women
CEOs were asked to comment upon the ways in which Women’s Lives Leeds enables and empowers the
women who it aims to serve. Several noted that the ethos of the approach was underpinned by
empowerment;
‘… it is about empowerment, and about trust. And like I said, around the strength- based approach really,
and around integrity.’
‘…it’s changing the lives of women and taking into account wider perspectives.’
‘It’s clearly influencing policy and practice and giving women and girls within the community that voice and
that influence. And they’re feeling it. They’re able to see the evidence of that, which is really important.’
‘So, I think, well it has an empowerment approach. I think it could probably have a more conscious one.
There’s still I think in a lot of services, there can be a ‘done to’ element rather than a ‘doing with’, but I think
we’re definitely moving in the right direction.’
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Client led approach is empowering
One partner noted that the client-led approach taken by workers was empowering;
‘I think listening and reflecting back accurately is empowering… and that’s the core to the service. So rather
than workers assuming they know what women need or want, or what’s their priority, actually asking and
then listening and respecting that answer, is empowering.’
Listening
The approach used within WLL also involved listening to service users, regarding the service that they
wanted to receive;
‘I think from the women’s perspectives themselves, the people who work with us and receive our services,
they’re involved in decision-making around their own support plans. It’s like the traditional ladder of
involvement. So you move all the way up from having full agency and control over what happens to you,
when it happens to you, that you’re empowered through the conversations that I had with you; that you get
the service that you want, where you want it and how you want it; that you’re listened to; you’re respected;
the whole values of WLL and each of the women’s organisations manifests in each and every one of the
workers. So, there’s a really rigorous recruitment process, as you can imagine.’
‘… it’s very unique to look at all the issues women are telling us. Telling us what’s stopping them from
progression, progressing to have a better life. So, we are looking very much from women’s perspective…’
One CEO provided an example of a service users becoming empowered and finding her voice;
‘She’s realising what’s the potential, what’s happening to her life. She was very unhappy, but she didn’t
know what it is, these wrong things happening in her life. She doesn’t have any financial control. She
doesn’t have any money to ring her mum even back home. And then when she started coming and realised
that it is domestic violence, she’s one of the vocal persons who talks about domestic violence.’
Peer support
The peer support component of WLL’s was described as an important element of empowerment for service
users by several CEOs;
‘We have lots of young women who’ve had support themselves and then they get involved in the project,
and then they start to support others. So, it can be that kind of peer support and that lived experience being
really important.’
‘… people have come through their abusive relationships and are fully able to be objective in supporting
others. But where we recognise that peer support could be really useful, is in personal development for our
service users. So as part of the recovery. It’s almost an opportunity to put the victim status behind and start
setting future goals and aspirations. And that’s an area of work that we’re looking to develop individually.’
The central team were promoting peer support via pilot project and the associated development of a tool
kit;
‘… originally we were going to have a much bigger part of the project being around looking at peer support
approaches. … to develop that further, we originally thought. And then we looked at the money and we got
£2 million rather than what we originally asked for. And we said that the peer support part of it – that went
into the central team. So, it’s more looking around the approach and having a pilot peer support project
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within it and producing a toolkit to say ‘this is what works’. So that’s become part of the central team’s
work. […] [and is] around women’s voice and influence really.’
Opportunities for both participation and voice
The project was described as providing opportunities for both voice, and participation which were felt to
be a part of the empowering of service users;
‘And I suppose in terms of participation and people having a voice and having a say in stuff.’
Involvement
It was noted that women can get involved in several ways, and this involvement is part of empowerment;
‘They can either be on the Advisory Group. Or they’ve had sessions with women from all the different
organisations around having an input into what they want from WLL, and what is important. … We’ve got
the Women’s Forum, which looks at what women want for Leeds. And the women can come to that. And
they’ve chosen 5 issues, which they’re now working on.’
Opportunities for involvement were also available for younger women, aged between 14 and 18;
‘Global Girls is our voice and influence campaigning group. ... And they’re linked in with Plan UK. So, in
terms of nationally, they’re linked in around looking at girls’ rights. And in terms of Leeds, we’re linked into
the Child Friendly City.’
Hubs
The creation of hubs within the WLL Partnership were also discussed as part of an empowering approach
which enabled women to campaign and to focus upon the issues that they see as most important;
‘… they decide on 5 issues: equality; freedom for girls; opportunities; identity, diversity; and safety. And
they’re currently doing a campaign around 16 Days of Action, but also around Valentine’s Day, around
looking at coercive and controlling behaviour. And the young women are leading on that. And they’re
looking at safety in relationships and on the internet, and at school.’
‘I think asking for women to take the lead and facilitating that through the voice of the forums and the
voice and influence, is empowering, that they decide the agenda.’
‘… there’s the forum that they’ve made, and there are a few other things that are happening. One event, I
took some of the [BME] ladies, then I left them there, and it was like the hall was full of ladies. And it felt
like, yes, this is women’s power here. […] the hall was full, and everyone was so enthusiastic, all women.
And it was really nice to see all that power together.’
The Advisory Group
Similarly, the Advisory Group was described as another mechanism to facilitate involvement and to steer
the project;
‘So, it’s about looking at certain things within the project, and looking at how it works now and what they
want, and at the things that are not happening.’
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Training provision
One partner mentioned the importance of funding from the WLL project, which had been used to provide
training for some service users;
‘[WLL funding] contributed towards this training – say for example, 20-22 ladies within 6 months, that’s
empowering women as well. Because when they attended and IT classes, so they were ready to move on
and do different things, which is like one step forward for employment. […] Because employment is moving
towards independence and confidence for ladies.’
Partner empowerment
Within the consortium support from partner leaders is mutually empowering for those professionals who
are part of WLL;
‘I’d like to think that equally, as 11 chief execs, directors, leaders, that we’ve become further empowered.
Because we know that we’ve got each other and also that we can get work on the radar at quite a high
level really, in terms of seniority in the local authority, but also through the Big Lottery.’

●

●

●

Summary of Enabling and Empowering Women:
Increasing confidence
Increasing control for service users
Improving service users skills and their ability to cope
Increasing independence
Providing voice opportunities within Women’s Lives Leeds
Listening
Creating a safe space
Offering flexibility
Being led by service users/clients
Offering peer support
Empowering staff and partners (CEO’s)

●

●

●

3.2 Holistic delivery
Delivering holistic provision
Several Complex Needs Workers noted that the work that they did was holistic, and this is important for
the clients because of the complex needs that they present with:
‘… all of us are working in a very holistic way in that you can’t just support someone with one thing. It’s not
realistic because we’re working with complex needs. The point is they’ve got more than one issue going on
at the same time.’
‘… you’re seeing them in a holistic manner, trying to resolve their issues holistically instead of just being one
set mind just to meet one need. You’re trying to do everything with them – go to the GP with them, go to
the children’s centre to try and get the children joined to the school. Things like that… So, it’s trying to meet
all their needs because a lot of the times people go to one thing and then they don’t go to another
appointment. … if you’re doing all of those appointments altogether and all those needs altogether, then
it’s likely to give that person a positive outcome.’
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‘I’ve been able to be there for her throughout all of this [i.e. during the removal trial and post removal]. […] I
was called as a witness in that case. I’d written supporting letters and I’d attended court with her, and at
the end of it, I escorted her back to the hospital and then home with her new born baby. […] I mean
obviously I’m just one small piece of the jigsaw puzzle. Obviously, mum’s put in the real hard work. Her
barrister did a fantastic job. The judge was very reasonable. She’s got mental health support. But I’m one
part of that jigsaw puzzle.’
Intensive support
Workers delivering the complex needs service noted the need to work intensively with some clients
initially, and the importance of being able to have a holistic remit:
‘A couple of women are really high complex needs. But then when you start working with them, you resolve
most of their needs within the first two or three weeks, the major things. And then it becomes lower needs.
For example, if they have to get out of their relationship. They needed some emergency non-molestation or
injunction orders, you’d take them to the solicitors. … So, you go with them to the court. Then they’ve got
the order. And that’s one big thing out of their life already sorted. … Once you start working with them, I
think, really intensively – like sometimes I see them two or three times in a week. And sometimes I’m with
them all day, doing a whole day. … Sometimes if you give that intense time, then it can be resolved a lot
more quickly in a short space of time. And then the rest of the time, you’re just trying to do all the other
smaller needs and then help them learn and help them become independent. Because they need to learn
how to cope when you end your support.
So, you want to make sure that they’re sustainable.’
‘… we’ve all got a specialism. We’re all working, but obviously within that, we’re working in a holistic
manner. So even though predominantly my women have mental health issues and that’s what they need
support around, that’s not the sole issue that I have to work on with the women.’
Holistic service offer
The holistic service offer provided within the Complex Needs support has already been discussed, but it
was noted as being important as part of a broader approach to offering something different to services
that already exist within the city:
‘They’re engaging them … holistically. … They’re engaging them with all their needs.
... We go to them. We meet them where they want us to meet them, in their house or out in the community,
wherever. And if they miss an appointment, we don’t have the two or three strikes thing, where you miss
something and then you’re off the list. … they need you to give them more time to meet them … they’ve got
so much going on. So yes, we work in a different way compared to other organisations. And I think it works
really well for the women.’
‘I do think the holistic approach of the complex needs worker seems to be working really well in so much as
you have your one point of contact. … this is your one person that you call when you need support.’
‘… it’s the intensive one-to-one support … I don’t think any of them offer the high level of support that the
WLL offers … I think that was the gap that they identified initially. […] I want a service user to come in, tell
their story once and not have to tell it to anybody again. … So, it’s getting that story, getting it right at the
beginning, and taking that story and giving them the services they need until they exit the service.
And I don’t think there’s many people in the city that do that.’
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The overall approach used by Women’s Lives Leeds was seen to add value, and to be unique in a number of
ways, through specialisms provided by the different Complex Needs Workers:
‘I think WLL is holistic in that it is providing – they’ve got specialisms in so many different areas. There’s
Domestic Violence, there’s sex work, there’s Child Sexual Exploitation, there’s education, there’s mental
health, sexual health. And with the complex needs service, it is very holistic. It’s meeting women where
they’re at. I think it’s about ensuring that women’s needs are met when they need that support basically.
[…] Giving them information and then it allows them to make informed choices about their lives and about
the decisions that affect them. And supporting them.’
‘I think the complex needs service makes it incredibly unique. I think the fact that all the charities and CEOs
all have their own specialisms makes us unique. Because it’s not like we are a women’s group that only
specialises in domestic violence. We do deal with everything. And in doing that, we’ve really hit home in the
fact that the women that we support don’t say that they have just one issue that they’re dealing with.’
The Complex Needs Service was again noted as being a successful component of the provision, with the
holistic element of this seen as crucial:
‘… the complex needs service … I think they’ve got it pretty much bang-on: the holistic approach, the one-toone support, the caseload of about 10. Most of that seems to be working really well. We seem to be getting
women through the service, making change. Like I said, whether that’s a long-lasting change, I don’t know.
And I think that part of the service, in a way, that’s the easiest part of the service because it’s case
management. It’s casework. … You can’t go that wrong with that.’
Approaches to delivering the service
Complex Needs workers were asked to describe the activities that they undertook within their roles and to
reflect upon those that they found to be beneficial for the women that they are working with. Some
described using a variety of activities as important:
‘I’ve got a whole array of activities I can use. I use films. I use artwork. I use written work, creative writing.
Mainly the activities are a tool for them to talk. And I find that using activities is definitely a good way.
Sometimes we’ll do an activity and the young person’s talking so much that we don’t even manage to get it
completed in one session. But that’s fine. Because that is the tool for them to be able to talk. But I do think
they also like the activities because quite often they have some work to show for it, usually some artwork or
a creative piece. And I think that’s important as well.’
‘…it’s so varied. Because I do so many different things.’
The provision of practical support was also noted as being important by another Complex Needs Worker:
‘… you’ve got like some very practical safety things, so doing safety planning with women; making referrals.
So, I do a lot of referrals. MARAC [multi agency risk assessment conference] referrals for women at high risk
of domestic violence; referrals for counselling; referrals for Baby Boxes and Baby Basics… supporting women
with housing applications; support letters; attending court; attending meetings with social services or other
multi-agency meetings; supporting women to register with the doctor; supporting women to report crimes,
so going to the police station with them. So, they’re the practical things, from making referrals and putting
in place safety plans…’
The Complex Needs Workers also noted that they have to support service users in accessing other services
by accompanying clients to appointments:
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‘… a big one is being there for support. A lot of women don’t attend appointments is a big thing. …
supporting them to access other suitable services. Because we can’t be the be-all and end-all for someone.
And our aim overall is to support that woman to live independently within the community and access
services that are already existing. So, supporting to appointments is a massive one, because if someone
doesn’t go to a drugs appointment and falls off-script, then they’re back on heroin and then they’re back on
the streets sex working.’
‘… a lot of the time the women have benefitted from us being able to pick them up and take them to their
appointments… Some of them can’t speak English. And some of them have lots of children and they have a
struggle to try and pay for a taxi for five children and then themselves and get to an appointment. And they
don’t have any child care and stuff like that. So, having that benefit of having a car and allowing some of
their children to come with us on the journey, and going to the appointment, and speaking sometimes.’
‘I took her to Bramley Baths to take the baby to. They do a swimming session there. And she’s lacking a bit
of confidence. So, we walked – she wants to get a bit of exercise, lose a bit of weight. She got to meet other
mothers. And they were really lovely. And she said she’s going to go back by herself. […] she didn’t even
know it was there. And it’s literally around the corner. So, she says she’s going to go on the weekend. So, I
think maybe I’ve expanded her … what to do on a weekend with the children.’
In some instances, this is about language as a barrier at appointments and the need for translation:
‘I have done things from attending meetings. So, I’ve been an advocate possibly for them. With BME
women, their first language isn’t English. So, I have to use interpreters sometimes. […] You’ve got to build a
relationship with two other people then, haven’t you? Because you do get to know the interpreters, and I
think it does take up more time, because you’re using another person.’
‘I can also speak another language, two languages, so then with having that benefit to translate for them
and explain the stuff to them, as well as support them to go to an appointment that they might be worried
about or anxious about going to. That’s the main, I think, a lot of the time, it resolves a lot of the issues and
it helps the woman mainly.’
One Complex Needs Workers had attended court with a client as part of the support that she provided:
‘There’s a trial coming up quite soon with one of my ladies that I will be attending with her. It’s a ten-day
trial and she’s very nervous about that. It’s a criminal case. So yes, just supporting them, because they
started shaking. They can’t physically get out of the house. So, you’re going with them, attending and then
staying with them while they’re giving that evidence in court in front of the jury, in front of the judge. You’re
sat with them, next to them.’
This worker also described the important of helping client to build social networks:
‘… trying to introduce the women into those types of activities [run by community groups/ drop-ins] so
they’re not isolated any more. And in the future if they get into trouble or if they need some support again
in the future, then they’ve got that support network around them and they know who to go to in the future.
They’re not just left by themselves. So that’s what we try and do as well, try to integrate them into other
activities, other groups, try to make them have more friends and get to know other people so they’re not
just relying and dependent on you.’
Referring clients to WLL partner organisations’ services is also part of the remit of the Complex Needs
Workers:
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‘I usually give them some leaflets and information about the project and then if they want support to go to
the place, then go with them. Or for example, you can speak to one of the colleagues there or the staff
members there, and just tell them somebody’s coming in. Sometimes you can go with them, but don’t stay
for the whole thing…’
Emotional support
Providing emotional support, and having time to listen to the service users was described as an important
component of the service by several Complex Needs Workers:
‘I would say we do a lot of emotional support, so giving women an opportunity to talk about things that
have happened. Giving them a time to talk about things that have happened. It’s not a 10-minute GP
appointment. The point is that we can afford a couple of hours to sit with a woman and her talk about
things. And it helps her navigate her way through what that issue is and how she can work it out. […] a
massive part of it, is listening to the women. I think there’s a lot of services out there that can only afford –
well we can give you 30 minutes today and that’s it. And you can’t say to a woman who is in crisis, ‘You can
have 30 minutes.’’
‘If they’re struggling with their confidence and don’t want to access any groups, because that can be quite
daunting, we’ll do some short bits of work around looking at what situations might make them feel anxious.
And then talk through them. And sometimes as well, I share some of my personal experiences as well.
Because we’re all human and for them to know that actually as a worker that I have, we all have days. We
all have moments where our confidence might be knocked.’
‘… a lot of the support that I offer is emotional support. For example, things like, I’ve supported one of my
ladies to access equestrian therapy. … That’s a free charity that offers that in Leeds. So, interaction with
horses. There’s all kinds of research into the emotional benefits of that.’
Being there for clients and providing a listening ear when faced with loss was offered as an example of
what the Complex Needs Role involves:
‘… there is such limited post removal support, there is a horrible stigma attached to having your children
removed. Who can you talk to about that? … There is a lot of sadness that they are in some areas
inadequate and lacking, but not because of their own fault necessarily. And they’ve gone through so much
and the children being removed is often just the straw that breaks the camel’s back. …if your child has died,
society has empathy for you. They understand and they’re compassionate towards you. And there’s
bereavement groups that you can attend. If your child’s removed, what is there? Just this horrible voice. …
So, having somebody to talk through these difficult dynamics … having somebody with that nonjudgemental approach, and understanding an insight into some of the complexities of post removal, and
yes, just being able to offer that time and that compassion.’
Phone support was also described as being important as part of a wider follow-up strategy used by one
worker:
‘So, a lot of the time after we’ve resolved most of the practical things, they speak to me sometimes two or
three times in the week. I have a phone call for about 10-15 minutes, give them emotional support, how
their week has been, if they need anything…So, it doesn’t have to be as intense face-to-face all the time
towards the end. … sometimes two or three of the women that I work with, they just like to have that
emotional support, knowing that I’m at the end of the phone and they just phone just to chat about their
day and if they’ve had any issues and things like that, instead of needing to see me.’
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Keeping in touch and sending positive messages was another strategy described by a different Complex
Needs Worker:
‘… sometimes I’ll do things like put a nice little poem with the letters that I send.’
Examples of activities
The Complex Needs Workers also provided a number of examples of the type of activities that they were
involved with, for example encouraging and supporting women to participate in activities outside of the
home:
‘Things like just going for a walk to the local park or accessing different services within Leeds. Like with one
of my ladies that was very socially isolated … we agreed a plan where we would go to a different place of
interest in Leeds [e.g. Leeds Museum, Royal Armouries. I would support her to get there. We’d go for a drink
in the café, and if she felt up to it then, we would have a look around.... These are all free places in Leeds.
So, there’s no cost involved and these are places that I can introduce you to, that you can become familiar
with. And once I’ve stepped out, it’s sustainable. You’re still able to get there and afford it yourself.’
This worker also offered another example in which she is supporting a service user in worker in relation to
cooking, as well as doing household chores together:
‘… with one of my other mums, her baby got removed two weeks ago. She’s absolutely on the floor, and I’m
going to go round once a week and we’re going to do cooking together. It’s good for her physical wellbeing.
It’s good for her emotional wellbeing. It offers her a practical focus. … She’s going to have a meal at the end
of it that she can have some nourishment’
Building Trust
Workers noted a myriad of ways in which they provide support for their clients, and as a starting point
building trust was noted as essential:
‘… if they’re currently going through proceedings, the children have been removed and they’re going
through proceedings, there’s usually quite a lot of professionals on board. … And I think that women at the
beginning can be a little bit wary. Like it’s just another worker, and you’re going to be running back and
building a rapport with me, then to run back and tell the social workers. They’re at a time where their kids
have just been removed from their care. They’re all over the place. And then a new person comes in. So, I
think building that trust in that instance can be quite hard and takes time.’
Another worker described the importance of building trust with the service users. She used a metaphor to
develop trust and to reassure clients:
‘… I call it the ‘chest of drawers’. And it’s like in the very top-secret drawer you’ve got things that you
probably will never talk about or will never want to talk about. And I reassure them that I am never going to
ask them to talk to me about that. … I’ll explain about my secret drawer and say that I probably would have
benefitted from being able to talk about the stuff in my secret drawer a long time ago. Because I’ve
struggled about it all my life. … I think that sort of reassures them that I’m not going to expect them to have
to talk about everything. But if they want to, they absolutely can. And if they don’t feel they could talk to
me, it’s about finding the right person who they can talk to.’
Being there to support clients at their lowest point was also described as notable by one of the Complex
Needs Workers:
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‘… when you’ve not got your kids with you, you almost feel like ‘What’s the point? Why would I go to the
Royal Armouries by myself? Why would I go catch a water taxi by myself? Why would I go to Tropical World
by myself? Why would I go to the park?’ [One client] hadn’t been to the park in years, because that’s where
she used to go with the kids. And a) she didn’t see the point; and b) she found it too painful. But that was
one of the things that we did. We went to the park together and had a walk around. Because it was near
her house. It was a really beautiful place. And what a shame for her never to go there again because she
didn’t see the point and because it had these difficult memories. And actually, she found it quite cathartic. …
although it was upsetting, she had nice memories of being there and feeding the ducks with the children.
And we walked around together and we spoke about that together, and we sat on the bench, and she cried,
and I listened. That was something else that was beneficial to be able to support her with. Something as
simple as just walking around the park together.’

●

●

●

Summary of Holistic delivery:
Intensive support
Support that is tailored and on-going
Working together in a range of ways
Complex needs focus on a range of issues
Practical support (attending meetings, language support)
Emotional support
Listening
Building trust

●

●

●

3.3 Gendered working/women only services
Gender specific support was discussed as something that adds value as it creates a safe space for women
and is seen as imperative by many service users:
‘… it’s a women centred approach. So, it’s putting women at the heart of what you do. … They are reaching
women across the diversity of complexity of issue or whatever and will be met at their point of need. So, I
think it is about responding to need appropriately rather than expecting women to fit your organisation. […]
I think it’s about reflecting and adapting your service to women as they are. And reaching that point.’
‘Obviously it’s different in the sense that it is gender specific. A lot of services are not gender specific. … I
think that’s a good thing. Often women feel more comfortable in an environment where it is just a women’s
only environment, especially women that have been through a lot. Perhaps they might have had a
traumatic history or there might be issues that they have. And they feel much more relaxed and
comfortable where they know that it’s just women only.’
‘… when I ask my ladies this question … they all say it’s imperative. Yes, it’s just imperative because the kind
of issues that are coming up again and again …what they’ll have said is ‘There’s no way I could open up and
talk to a bloke about things like what I could talk to you about.’ … It’s just that they feel more comfortable
talking to another woman.’
‘… pretty much unanimously it is, ‘Yes. I feel safer. I feel more confident communicating. I feel that I can
share things with her that I wouldn’t share with a male worker.’ … I think that’s a really big thing,
particularly with these women that we’re working with, the really vulnerable women, a lot of whom will
have negative experiences of men as well.’
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‘If it’s within a safe women’s space, so say for the Advisory Board where women have been meeting one
another and all the rest of it. They’re able to grow and develop in a way that if men were a part of that
process, they wouldn’t because they are survivors from different experiences …I think when women start to
get comfortable with one another, there is less pressure to put on the external version of ourselves. So,
there is a more honest dialogue.’
The importance of women supporting women and how this feeds into wider recent feminist activism was
also discussed as being important by a worker:
‘I think the project’s done really well in using that as like a USP ... I think it’s just such an age for radical
feminism at the moment, and I think that’s only happened because women are recognising a need for it.
With the centenary work that’s happening … with all the issues that are affecting women, holistically like
with the Me Too movement, it is so topical because there’s so much going on. And I think with that
awareness, women are starting to become confident by just knowing that women support women. ... And I
think we do really represent that. I think with the Women Friendly Leeds concept as well, I think that’s really
powerful.’
CEOs were asked to discuss how Women’s Lives Leeds engages with women in a different way to existing
services, specifically providing comment upon gendered working, the holistic approach underpinning work
with clients and any unique aspects;
Confidentiality
For some women having a safe space to speak was seen as an important part of the delivery;
‘… you do get a handful of ladies that really can do with coming to an organisation where they can actually
speak to somebody without the fear of it getting back to the families.’
Giving women a platform to challenge oppression
‘I don’t want any oppression, either male or female or anything. But at the same time, I believe that women
need to have some platform to challenge it. And that’s what WLL is doing.’
The importance of the Partnership
CEOs described the ‘glue model’ used within the Partnership, which brings together different specialisms;
‘…it’s different because of the Partnership. And they’ve called it the ‘glue model’ … I think it is about us all
being involved and all having an input, which is more complicated. But I think it’s the right decision and it
means you’ve got a whole range of specialisms that we bring...I think we’ve come round to knowing that we
are all different, but we all bring something to it. And I think it works’
‘… there was a pragmatic approach to how the resource was allocated. But also, I think, one of our CEOs
describes it almost as the glue model. And it provides its own challenges, but I think one of the beauties is
that nearly all of the services benefit. And even if the services don’t benefit from having a worker hosted,
then the investment, especially with the new ideas around capacity building, each partner will most
definitely get a benefit from that.’
However, this also brought challenges;
‘The glue model is the bit that holds it together, but equally that’s the bit that is providing the challenge,
because it means that there’s individual organisations brought in. But that also is a bit of a challenge,
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because [name] is trying to pull together 11 semi- independent organisations into delivering against
targets.’
‘… in terms of the glue model I think all organisations need to have a worker. But in terms of what would
make it work better and communication to be better, and it being much tighter in terms of what they’re
doing together, is to be together more.’
Virtual centre
The commitment of the CEOs to supporting women, and the importance of them joining together to create
a virtual centre was noted by one partner;
‘I think every organisation is very passionate about the work that they do with the women and girls. And I
think every area is different in what they do and what area they cover. And I think it’s just fantastic how all
of them have come together and formed a virtual centre for women and girls. And I think that’s what was
really needed really. And they are very intelligent women on board who understand the issues a lot more
than I would ever do, because I’ve never worked with complex needs.’
City-wide women-centred provision
CEOs discussed how coming together as a consortium of organisations had increased all of their potential
to provide a consistent women-centred service across the city;
‘…what makes it different is that it’s across Leeds, one approach across Leeds. There isn’t one women’s
approach across Leeds. … There’s been different organisations, and obviously lots of generic organisations
also work with women and girls... I think some of the difference is in the potential. But I think there’s a
consistence service across Leeds, or a potential for a consistence service that’s women centred and
specialised for women, which is unique in Leeds. Most of the cross-Leeds services are generic.’
‘I know we certainly went in, and certainly me personally, with a real strong desire to do something for the
women of Leeds, to actually do something that could really work for them. And that this could work maybe
better than just us on our own trying to group here.’
‘It is different. Because we are looking at wider perspectives of women’s lives. [For] WLL it doesn’t matter if
it’s a BME or not. Our work is mainly around the BME community. But that’s linking in with the wider group,
and all other women’s groups, and looking at how we can improve the life of women. So, this is two
separate focuses. So, this is one of the consortia where we work to improve the lives of women. So, we are
campaigning together around having improved health, improving mental health and a few other issues. So,
it’s all women’s issues we are focusing on.’
The collaboration had also created the potential to provide a much-needed gender-focused service that
was otherwise absent in Leeds;
‘[There’s] a lack of understanding around the needs of women and girls in the city, and a lack of
understanding of the challenges. So, I’m really keen that the consortium and the Partnership develops that
understanding and that nuanced knowledge of women and girl’s needs.’
Wider recognition within the city
Some CEOs noted that there was a broader recognition of the WLL brand within the city, as well as a
positive response;
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‘… when I’m out and about talking to professionals or funders, they’ve either heard of WLL, or if they
haven’t, perhaps because they’re not Leeds based, they’re looking really interested and generally quite
impressed.’
‘… there’s a growing recognition that we’ve got an across the city set of data for women who’ve got really
complex need. And that’s the first time that as a city we’ve had that kind of information about where
women are at, and what their needs are. And that’s going to have quite a lot of strength to it.’
This high profile of partner organisations attracts respect and buy-in;
‘… the beauty of this project is that it has got quite a significant profile, and it is one place for key strategic
people in the city and stakeholders in the city to engage with the women’s and girls’ agenda. Before this
there wasn’t one place. So, people like the leader of the council or the chief exec or the CCGs or the
hospitals, they do now have really one place where they can go and ask. Whereas before it was much more
disparate…’
This recognition was linked to influencing policy and practice (relating to women centred issues, and
beyond);
‘… WLL is gaining recognition for the fact that it’s able to influence and it’s very much taking that voice
forward. And it’s increasing access. It’s also getting involved in a number of other active networks … and the
power of all CEOs coming together, the sum of the total type of thing, is able to therefore knock on the
doors of other groups that are very significant. And a stronger voice for challenging injustice as well… – not
just women and girls in general, but it’s within the city plans around say mental health and domestic
violence, and it’s all those kinds of specialist areas as well that we can influence forward plans.’
‘… the consortium is being recognised by the LCC, by bodies and agencies, and they are looking for the
consortium to work with them…’
Women only services
Two CEOs noted that their organisations also work with men, hence are not solely focused upon women,
which other organisations within the Partnership are;
‘… at the moment it’s part of our new development, we are looking the whole family approach, not just
focusing on women. Because only working with women will not resolve all the issues. Because financially
they’re depending on men, their families, very proud communities.’
‘I think there have been times when because we have that male victim element where we feel that we’re
slightly on the outside…and I think people forget that actually domestic abuse is beyond sexual
relationships. We’ve got same-sex relationships. We do transgender, all genders and sexualities. And so, we
see that it’s not as linear as people [think], that actually because we recognise that there are all these
complex kind of family dynamics, that we provide a flexible approach and response to that, very much
around that restorative approach.’
For other CEOs, their sole focus upon gender was important in a range of ways, for example in removing
the dominance of men within professional environments;
‘I’m usually working in an all-women environment, as are most of the people here. So, when you go out and
there’s men on the thingy [board?] … You forget. They’re all doing special handshakes and clapping on
shoulders and back and standing huddled in groups, and you’re not included. At least that’s been my
experience. And I always think, ‘Well that’s me because I’m quiet.’ But I’ve seen people who are not quiet
women get that same, and they’re stood on the outside of it.’
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Therefore, WLL provides an environment away from those marked by gender power imbalances within
specific cultures;
‘It’s not something that I’m against men, but it’s something that … [in] Asian culture men are always the
boss. So, it’s something that you don’t want that in your learning environment as well... And then you get
independent and you’re learning from each other. You open up. We will not be able to do all those sharing
experiences if there were men around.’
In some instances, the service users also preferred gender specific training, because of religious and
cultural influences;
‘And then most of the ladies, they have this barrier that families don’t want them to go into the mixed
environment. Because of religious purposes and all those, they just want ladies to go into ladies’ groups. We
are learning in a woman’s only environment and ready to face the real world. That’s how I look at it. It
benefits some people.’
This preference for women only groups was not limited to Asian women;
‘But then we realise it’s not only Asian women. During my work life, I’ve realised, we always say that Asian
women only prefer only women’s environment, but then many other ladies told us that it’s not a cultural
issue or anything else, it’s just that they don’t like men dominating them all the time. So, they just want
something different. So, they had different reasons.’
Furthermore, for women who have experienced domestic violence, a gender specific environment can be
empowering;
‘… if people have domestic violence experience … if they had that problem with husbands or CEOs, then they
don’t feel comfortable to do work or learning environment with a mixed environment. So, I think because
it’s a women’s only consortium, so it’s like making us feel empowered.’
CEOs noted that there needed to be more of a focus on inclusion, for example for BME communities
specifically;
‘I think one of the next things we need to so is really look at inclusion.’
Part of this was seen as beginning to challenge cultural practices that discriminate against women;
‘So, we are challenging communities slowly. So, we are challenging forced marriage. We are challenging
FGM. And actually, because we’ve got the knowledge about the religion, and bringing it from that
perspective. … we’ve produced with the NHS … developed a programme around domestic violence within
Islam. So, produced a toolkit about domestic violence, which we want schools to use, start talking about
that.’
There was recognition of the need to reach women in marginalised communities despite this being
challenging, but the Community Development component of WLL was seen as useful in this area;
‘And I think reaching into very isolated and marginalised communities of women, so the community
development workers actually having a presence in some of the ... communities in Leeds where there’s
culturally limiting expectations on women – is empowering in that way for women to see other role
models.’
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The effectiveness of outreach work by the Community Development Workers was also mentioned by some
CEOs;
‘One [development] worker from [name of partner organisation], she brought about 7-8 Chinese ladies,
because she had a session in the Chinese Centre. … So, because of this middle person relating with them, so
they all started the [English] course today. […] So, we can see the difference.’
Benefits of a consortium
Working as a consortium adds a new element to an existing approach, with WLL’s work described as;
‘a welcome addition’ rather than a different approach to work organisation is already doing: ‘I don’t think
the approach is different other than the fact that it’s a consortium. […] supporting women isn’t new or
different, but it is in a sense that we’re delivering the project as a consortium.’
‘… this was like a new hope, a new start, because it was like a big – not just Asian women’s organisations,
but everybody in Leeds, most of the women in Leeds.’
‘I think the real uniqueness is the consortium. And I think that’s why the Lottery was interested to fund us.
Because we’re bringing together all that expertise instead of competing for perhaps smaller pots of money.
And then some getting it and some not, which is what would have happened with the funding pot that was
available under the women and girls’ initiative.’
‘I think journeying together through a consortium with that many women and girls’ organisations, that’s
not saying there aren’t big consortiums around the country. But I think Leeds is quite unique in terms of the
size of this women and girls’ consortium… I think certainly things like the virtual hub, the forums and the
work that again sharing good practice around peer support, I think those are the things that are more
unique. … So, it’s not so much the job roles. I think they add value and capacity. But I think the uniqueness is
the consortium coming together and pulling these new strands and developing new things.’
Signposting service users to partner organisations within WLL consortium was also mentioned as another
benefit associated with the consortium;
‘So, although we’re a training organisation, there is a lot of the soft approaches going on as well. And we do
make them aware about our CEOs, what kind of services they’re doing. … So, it’s making them aware. And
we’ve taken them to events and things when they’ve happened as well. So, they know these are the 11–12
organisations that can help women.’

●

●

●

Summary of Gender Specific working:
Safe space
Confidentiality
Adding value via a consortium approach
Women supporting women
Long term support
Holistic support
City-wide support
Strategic approach
Important for BME Communities
Support that is tailored and on-going

●

●

●
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3.4 Tailored support
A key aspect of the Complex Needs role is to provide tailored support for each service user, which was
described very positively by one of the workers, and illustrated in two examples of her work:
‘… the great thing about this work is that I’m left to develop what I think is appropriate for that young
woman. It’s not very prescriptive, which is brilliant for me. For example, the young woman who had been
involved in gang activity, she was very anxious and not leaving her home a lot. But I knew she was really
interested in photography, so we went out for a day to Yorkshire Sculpture Park to take some photographs
… And she had an amazing time and took a lot of photographs and really enjoyed it being out and about
and really saw the benefits of doing that… The fact that I’m given free range to do whatever I feel is
appropriate for that young person is absolutely brilliant.’
Supporting need
The support and the time required for service users was noted as varying depending on different clients’
needs and the different stages of their relationship with their Complex Needs worker:
‘… you get some ladies who might take up a lot of your time, depending on what’s going on for them. And
then some that they’re coming towards the end, where you have a little bit less work to do. […] We want to
support them through them tough, tough times. But then eventually give them the tools to be able to deal
with that themselves or access the services that can help them with that particular issue.’
Flexibility to meet needs
One worker noted that she had scope to help clients as a result of both the creativity and flexibility that she
had within her role, reflecting back positive experiences as a result of this:
‘My experience has been positive within the role. Because with a lot of projects sometimes there’s a
limitation on what you can do. But with this project you can just be really creative, and you can ask your
manager if I can do this. And then she either agrees it, or you have a discussion about it. … It’s a lot more
flexible than other jobs. Where other jobs you’re either office-bound, or the woman has to come to you,
whereas this … meets the woman’s needs…instead of just telling her, ‘Sorry, I can’t do that.’ You can
actually do a lot more than other jobs.’
Engagement following referrals
Staff also discussed the complexity of engaging with those referred into the service and the need to
encourage identified women to use the service using tailored support, following on from their referral:
‘Sometimes you can get some women that find it difficult to engage maybe. But that’s like with any project.’
‘The referral process does require the women to consent to the referral we made. So, we don’t take referrals
from any women that have not agreed to be taken into the service…we do struggle with some of the
women to get them to actually engage in the service. […] we’re working with really chaotic women who
have got a lot going on in their lives. And while they might know that they need the support, knowing that
you need the support and then actually trying to engage in that is very difficult. So, for me that’s part and
parcel of this role. … I’m sure a lot of the women know that they need a lot of support, but it’s very difficult
to engage in it.’
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Workers acknowledged that support was often needed to encourage women to become involved with
Women’s Lives Leeds, for example to enable service users to become more confident:
‘I do a lot of self-esteem and confidence work within the work that I do. So, I’ll say to them that if nothing
else I can hopefully get them at a place where they’re liking themselves a bit more and give more
confidence and a bit more resilience to be able to cope with whatever life throws at them. I don’t promise
that I can change the world for them. So, I think that is sort of realistic.’
Younger women were also seen as a particular challenge in terms of getting them to engage; therefore
workers need to be proactive in their approach:
‘… there’s an initial reluctance and particularly with a lot of young people because they feel like they’ve
been referred without much say in the matter, that they’re just agreeing to what they’ve been told to do. …
And also, because they’ve been let down so many times before. But I think they see that I am tenacious, and
I don’t give up.’’
Previous service involvement was also recognised as a barrier by workers for some of the women:
‘… one of my first ones that came through, she had social services involved. And I think sometimes social
services can impose support on you. … And she just didn’t engage well with me.’
Despite the challenges noted by the workers in relation to engaging women after referral, the service
design is flexible in allowing workers to follow-up with women who are not engaging which sometimes
works, and in other very complex instances does not:
‘[One woman] hasn’t really engaged with support very much. … she’s missed appointments or I’m not able
to get hold of her on the phone. I go to her house and she’s not there. … I’ve spent quite a lot of time trying
to engage her and chase her up. And, it hasn’t really brought anything to fruition. … But again, it’s been
fantastic that the service have allowed me the flexibility and time to try.’
Long-term support
Enabling clients with complex needs to access long term specialist services was seen as an important
component of the WLL provision, as this was not always available within individual organisations;
‘We don’t do any long-term individual support. So [WLL] means that young women who’ve really needed
this have got it. Because it’s been really difficult to get that support that’s needed, the long-term support. …
that’s fantastic in terms of the young women who need that support.’
Holistic Support
Most needs were described as complex, and therefore requiring holistic approach;
‘… even if somebody is not complex complex needs, most of the needs are complex. It involves lots of
different services to help people. And that’s what we do anyway as a project.’
Having multiple needs caseworkers offering both generic and specialist support was highlighted as an
important part of the delivery model;
‘I think other things that are unique is that workers are situated in different CEOs’ locations. So, they have
access to a different range of services and support than if they were all together. And they all carry an
additional specialism. So, there are some areas where all of them are generic complex caseworkers. But
they all have an additionality of a specialty on top of that. … because of the specialisms, they can co- work,
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or get advice from their colleagues about their area of specialism. So, it works together as well as having
separate caseloads.’

●

●

●

Summary of Tailored Support:
Needs based provision
Flexibility
Proactive engagement
Long term support

●

●

●

3.5 Service user outcomes
The Complex Needs Workers were asked to comment upon the impact that the project has had upon the
women that they had been working with, specifically in relation to changes within service user’s situations
and circumstances. Many positive examples were noted.
Two Complex Needs Workers reported on experiencing positive outcomes for their clients and their role
within that process:
‘It’s nice to see that journey with the woman, going from when she was so low to now being able to live
independently and have her own property away from the perpetrator or her husband, or go through a
divorce and now she’s managed to get one of the properties to live in and she’s got her own house and
things like that. So yes, it’s really good and satisfying when it’s like that.’
‘She [i.e. a client] is doing amazingly and I feel like I’ve had a role in doing that, and it makes me – I know
it’s not about me and how I feel – but it does have an effect. And to get some recognition and feel like
you’re doing a good job and that you’ve really helped a young person does make you feel good.’
One of the Community Development Workers interviewed provided positive feedback in relation to what
she was hearing about the Complex Needs Provision:
‘I hear nothing but good things about the complex needs service. I think it’s such an important part of the
project. And just in general, austerity has really affected so many people, and women really suffer because
of that. And I think knowing how well some of the women are doing that we’ve referred in, that other
people have referred in, I think – and the team themselves, the complex needs workers are just so fantastic.
They just really get it. They really understand the women’s needs. They all are very creative and dynamic in
terms of working on a case-by-case basis. I think that’s what is very important to me, making an individual
feel good about themselves for their specific needs. And I think that’s why the complex needs service works
so effectively.’
Increased confidence was one outcome reported by many of the workers in terms of a visible improvement
that they recorded amongst their clients:
‘Definitely I think increased confidence is a big thing. Yes. We do a lot of kind of graded exposure, if you like.
So, I will support you to a GP appointment and then maybe two times down the line, I will support you to
the GP appointment, but I won’t come in the appointment with you. And then you need to get yourself to a
GP appointment. So, it’s a lot of that. It’s like slowly, slowly. And it takes time.’
‘… a lot of these women have had their confidence destroyed. And that’s not just by people in their personal
lives. That’s previous workers and that’s GPs and that’s mental health nurses and things like that. So yes, it
definitely has a good impact on the women.
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‘I think the young women definitely recognise that they’re in a much better position to be able to cope with
problems.’
Supporting women to live independently, to become involved in the project itself, to access education and
to be able to work were all noted as positive service user outcomes by a Complex Needs Worker and a
member of the Central Team:
‘… a lot of the time we do encourage them to go and to learn English. We try to join them onto ESOL
courses, so they can be able to do the basics before they, you know, they’re out in this big wide world by
themselves. They’ve depended on somebody else their whole lives. And that person has abused them. So
now we’ve taken them out of that situation, we don’t want them to suddenly not be able to cope with
everything and then run back to that abuser again. So, we have to make sure that they’re empowered and
that they’ve got their own skillset to speak English, learn English, to get on in their lives by themselves
without relying on anybody else.
‘… there’s eight women now who’ve got key involved [in the Advisory Board] on a long-term basis. They’ve
been attending multiple meetings. And so, I try to generate those relationships and build up their selfconfidence, their key beliefs, all of these kind of things, so that that’s really embedded, and part of their
journey. ... It’s people who’ve been in the services.’
Improved mental health was also noted by another Complex Needs Worker:
‘Mental health has become much more positive. It was quite low in a lot of women when it’s quite
deteriorated and they’re on high dosages of medicine and they’re not coping well. They’re really low in
mood. And their mental health has become really, really positive. And they’re really happy in themselves
and they’re independent and they’re getting on with their lives and getting on with looking after their
children and things like that ... You can see that big difference, in the emotional side as well as the practical
side.’
Building resilience has already been described as part of the general approach used by the Complex Needs
Worker, and an associated outcome of this is an increased ability to cope with circumstances for service
users:
‘… it’s not so much the changes in circumstances. I think it’s the change in their ability to deal with it and to
be able to cope with it, and their resilience. Because you’re not going to be able to change those
circumstances a lot of times…But to be able to increase their confidence and their self-esteem, I think, is the
essential thing in that then they can build their resilience and their ability to cope with whatever life throws
at them.’
Another Complex Needs Worker provided the example of a woman who succeeded in leaving an abusive
relationship:
‘One woman was in an abusive relationship … and I helped her get out of the house and register. I helped
her learn how to bid on properties. And then she managed to find a house. Leeds City Council offered her a
property. I helped her and her children move out of the house without her husband knowing, while he was
out, moved her into this new house. She’s got her own tenancy now and she’s living her life safely, relaxed,
feeling without any anxiousness, without having him abuse her any more. So that’s a big change that I’ve
seen in somebody’s life.’
The same worker also provided an example of a woman who was granted one of the family houses as part
of divorce settlement, both of which were significant outcomes for her clients:
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‘Another woman, she went through a very messy divorce. And then in the end, she got one of the houses.
The husband hadn’t wanted to give the house and was going to make her homeless. And we fought and
fought and … the judge granted her one of the houses. So, she has her own house now to live in. She’s the
owner of the house.
And she never would have thought that was possible.’
A final example of a client who left her abusive husband and is working towards setting up own business
was described by another Complex Needs Worker:
‘[One client] left her husband because he was violent. He actually broke the windows in the house, and he
was removed. She’d been re-housed. I helped her get her furniture, carpets, and getting the children into
school. That relived a lot of stress off her. … But she’s settled in the new house. It’s kind of like a success
story. She’s got a lot about her. A very intelligent woman, just being held back because of the religion,
because of the culture and the expectation that as women – you’re born a woman and as soon as you’re
born a woman, straight away you’re devalued.’
Smaller changes
Despite these successes, the workers interviewed noted that it is often difficult to measure impact
especially given the complexities of some of the clients. One worker noted that they need to be realistic as
to the impact that can be achieved via a project such as Women’s Lives Leeds:
‘… the reality is that the complexity of cases, especially when you’re looking at post removal is that these
women have been given a lot of support already to try and get to that stage, and they’re not able to
basically even do some of the most very basic things, like I say, get the children to school, or provide three
regular meals a day. To think that they’re going to come to the service, walk in with all this complexity,
years and years of trauma, and then exit the service all shiny and bright and independent, is not always
going to be realistic.’
It was in this context that the worker noted the importance of measuring softer outcomes rather than
using quantifiable tools as these may be misrepresentative, and not able to detail complexities.
Community Development related outcomes
Community Development Workers were asked to comment upon how their roles benefited service users,
and as a result they provided a range of examples such as learning from their sessions and confidence
building, and the benefits of being involved in group work due to peer support:
‘I think the drop-ins are beneficial, because it means that they can learn more about what support is out
there for them. I’ve done some workshops as well.’
‘The drop-ins are really beneficial. They really do help a lot of women. And I’ve had a lot of really positive
feedback from the drop-ins. Also, the workshops that I run, I’ve had some really positive feedback about the
managing anxiety sessions, that people really want those sessions. We didn’t really have a massive turn-out
and I’m not sure why that was. But there were a lot of people that were interested in that.’
One worker noted that offering advice about stress-management had been helpful for some younger
women:
‘I’ve had a couple of girls – I take with me stress relief techniques, for when they’re doing their GCSEs and
how to keep calm and how to think of things. And they’ve said that’s been really useful.’
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Building relationships and repeat visits to community groups was noted as being important for skills
development, and confidence building:
‘I went in for five weeks every Tuesday to the [community] centre, and then we just had an hour to go over
certain issues and topics. So, we covered a bit of DV. We covered a little bit of English on how to complete
application forms. We played games. It was called Social Ups and Downs, about what’s acceptable
behaviour and what isn’t, you know in terms of DV. […] And we talked a lot about education and that’s
something that came out, that they wanted to learn English. And I set them homework a little bit. Just to
increase their confidence as well, writing.’
Another Community Development Worker was keen to present the case for the Community Development
service offering group work activities, as opposed to drop-ins to provide for the needs of specific
communities:
‘They love the group stuff. They want the group stuff. They love being able to feel confident in a room of
women who they know are experiencing the same things. Share ideas. That to me is really empowering.
Especially … when you revert to the different needs of different groups and different communities and
cultures. I’m doing a lot of work with refugees and trafficked women in a really deprived area in west Leeds.
And I would never take the same model about domestic violence and looking for unhealthy elements in a
relationship to them as I would to a group of women here [at host organisation] who have a different
experience.’
The Community Development Workers provided several examples of the support that they had provided to
women, with resulting positive outcomes in some instances:
‘So, if I’m not there, at least I know that they’re going to have that dance session. And the information
about the CEOs is there. So, they know about WLL. I just think that’s really important because it’s not about
me. It’s about making sure that they have the tools to access different services as they need to.’
‘Two women I first met in April last year came in to talk to me about volunteering. Because they were out of
work for domestic violence reasons. Both of them were in witness protection, just both mentally not well
enough to take on work. They’re both in jobs now, really happy.’
‘I’ve helped women move houses away from CEOs who’ve been released from prison. I’ve called different
bailiffs and council tax bailiffs and asked for things not to be dealt with in such a harsh way because of their
current capacity and conditions and so on. There’s been so many examples.’
Relieving stress by translating information and facilitating communication in clients’ first language was also
noted as important by one of the Community Development Workers:
‘People just generally saying as well that ‘I really felt really lost before I met with you, and now that I’ve had
the support and you’ve made certain referrals that it’s kind of changed my life.’ … So, it’s quite a life-line to
some people. People also really value being able to communicate in their own language. … they really value
the support, because it’s such a massive barrier to everything, not being able to speak English and not
being able to read a simple letter. It can cause a lot of anxiety.’
Being able to offer general advice and support was noted as important in addressing mental health for
some clients:
‘I think mental health is one of the biggest [impacts] really. Because it’s like almost a knock-on effect. … for
example, and if you can’t read [a letter] and you don’t know where to go with that letter, it causes you a lot
of anxiety. You don’t know what the impact of that’s going to be, so you worry a hell of a lot about very
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small things. And it impacts on your general wellbeing and mental health, and then on your quality of life as
well.’
Service User Voice (Internal Monitoring Data)
Has the fact that you have been supported by a female worker been a positive experience for you? Why?
The women all preferred to be supported by a female worker. Some of them felt it was easier for a woman
to relate to their situation and they would feel less embarrassed or judged with a female worker. In some
cases, where women had had traumatic experiences with men in the past, it was unthinkable that a man
could help them move forward.
‘It’s hard to properly explain why support from another woman is so important – but it definitely is. It’s like
there’s a mutual understanding and a shared experience of been a woman an all the stuff we go through.’
‘More at ease with another woman – I wouldn’t dare talk about all the stuff we do with a bloke – could you
imagine?’
‘Because I’ve been raped by a man. I’ve been battered by a man! I don’t want a man helping me – I want a
woman. Like when I go to the Doctor’s, I always ask for a woman but if I have to see a man Doctor then I
have a women member of staff come in with me and stay with me during the appointment. I feel safer with
a woman, that’s just how I feel.’

Figure 1 – word cloud representing support from a female
(50 most frequent words, 4 letters and over, stemmed grouped)

Figure 2 – word cloud showing the ways women felt better since engaging with WLL worker
(Most frequent 50 words 3 letters and over)
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How has the support you received helped you to achieve your goals?
The service user responses were often about what the women had achieved as opposed to how the
support helped them to do it. The main ways the support helped the women to achieve their goals was
through improving their self-esteem and confidence, and helping them to access services they needed,
including those relating to mental health. Through learning about what was available in their area and how
they could access different services, many women felt more independent and able to cope. The support
gave women security that there was someone they could rely on and several mentioned that the worker
was available whenever they needed them.
‘It has made me feel better about myself. I have the reassurance of someone there to help me.’
‘I feel more confident to get out and about. Value myself and believe I can achieve my goals.’
‘Confidence and independence to always seek support when needed and where to look for support. I can
now seek support without much difficulty.’
What issues has she [the complex needs worker] supported you to address?
•
•
•
•
•

Accessing services e.g. GP
The workers helped women to access other services to deal with issues connected to health,
housing, substance misuse.
Legal support: workers supported women at court hearings and accompanied them to solicitor
appointments.
Finances: workers advised women and signposted them to others on matters relating to debt
management, benefits and budgeting.
Domestic violence and assault: women were supported with their emotional and practical needs
following experiences of domestic violence or assault.

‘It’s helped me to live independently and escape the Domestic Violence.’
•

Education: women learnt about healthy relationships and general life skills, and in a number of
cases were supported to attend ESOL or more formal education.

‘Helped me to apply for college on a course I love (dance); Helped with CV.’
•

Housing: workers supported women to find housing or to secure their existing arrangements.

‘Without [worker]’s determination to help me find a house, I wouldn’t be back with my dog who means a lot
to me.’
•

Increased confidence: by working with the women to increase their confidence, they are then able
to cope better with the difficulties they are facing and can access specialist services when
necessary.

•

Mental health (most common cited key area of support). Many of the women cited support with
improving their mental health as a key area they were able to address. Having a support worker
that they could trust and depend on helped them to deal with anxiety, depression and isolation,
and in turn, they then felt strong enough to cope with other challenges in their lives.

‘I have many more issues that [worker] has supported me with, mainly my mental health issues for the last
3 months, as much as I do not like to worry people, I felt safe enough to share how I was feeling and not
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have repercussions and in a weird way it helped me knowing that someone cared enough to be worried
about me.’
•

Parenting: the advice and support from the workers has improved family relations and contributed
to children staying with parents through improved parenting and communication skills.

‘[daughter]& I speak a lot more, communication has improved a lot and so has our respect for one another
and the Social Worker has seen that when she’s been doing her assessment.’
•

Reducing isolation: the holistic support allowed women to grow in confidence, improve their mental
health and as a result, they felt able to make changes in their circumstances, particularly around
accessing other services and reducing isolation.

‘One of my main issues was my isolation both socially and personally, this was one of the main things that I
wanted to work on and with [worker]’s help we have been able to open many new doors as well as services
that I can access, being able to visit these services so that I know where they are, being less anxious about
accessing them.
Referrals to the services that could help me in the future has been a blessing as I would not know where to
start or where to begin doing this on my own.’

Figure 3 – word cloud representing the issues women had been supported with
(50 most frequent words 4 letters and over, stemmed words grouped)
Name one thing that she [complex needs worker] has done which has impacted on your journey
Understandably, the women found it difficult to choose just one thing that had affected their life most. The
two most common themes mentioned were having someone there for them that they could count on and
the guidance/advice that they received.
‘Really happy for everything that [worker] has supported me with, she has been a rock.’
‘Just to know someone is there for me’
‘The guidance and support [worker] has provided me with confidence and positive self-esteem. Always
positive.’
Others felt that the support to access other groups and services; to deal with housing situations; and to
accompany them to appointments (relating to health, social services or legal issues) were the main aspects
of the support that stood out.
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Figure 4 – word cloud showing the support women received to help them to achieve their goals?
(50 most frequent words, 4 letters and over, stemmed grouped)
Please add anything else about the service/support you have received:
‘Been brilliant to have someone there. Not being on your own.’
‘I didn’t want to accept the support at first as I thought I could do it on my own but having [x] there to give
me the help and support I needed made me realise I would have never done it on my own and just needed
that bit of help along the way. Thank you for all your help [x], you’re a star and I’m going to miss you.’
‘Good.’
‘I suppose all I can say is that without [x], I am not entirely sure where I would be. I truly believe that she has
saved me, not just from myself but from life. She has given me a glimmer of hope that life is worth living if I
choose to do so. I cannot thank both [x] and Women’s Lives Leeds for being in service and being able to help
me even though I’m not the easiest to work with.’

Figure 5 – word cloud showing all internal monitoring words, questions combined
(all questions COMBINED, 100 most frequent words, 4 letters and over, stemmed)
Advisory Board Feedback – asked Why are you involved with the Advisory Board?
‘Meeting others, doing different things I wouldn’t usually do. It is an opportunity to use my brain (I don’t get
to do that much in my job!)’
‘Getting involved with things, developing new skills, meeting new people and sharing skills and learning
from each other. When I first came I was very shy but the Advisory Board has built my confidence. The more
you come the more you get out of it.’
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‘I came after my women’s group finished. I wanted to meet new people, use my brain, have a focus and
build my confidence. It’s a lovely, supportive group of women.’
Girls Hub feedback
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enjoyed coming together with other girls I didn’t know.
I made some new friends.
I enjoyed the fun activities.
Would like more activities.
Liked getting to know we can help with different events that may be happening.
Everyone was friendly and welcoming.
Like the venue, and music when I first arrived, was relaxed.

•
•
•
•

Not too many people, which I liked.
Play get to know you games for longer
I like that it is ran by other young girls
Should have outdoor trips/ activities/ attend events that can inspire further re- some of issues
discussed.

Service user voices: interview findings
Service users reported upon their complex needs during the interviews, which included anxiety, fear of
going out and loneliness:
‘If I was suffering high levels of anxiety or I’m in a bit of a panic, I’m not going to want to set off outside and
I’m not going to be wanting to make several phone calls to the housing or to the domestic abuse people…
you can’t always cope with even thinking about those things if you’re actually on the verge of having a
breakdown. If you are emotionally unstable, you might need to just wait until the next week to pinpoint
those things.’
‘Otherwise I was too scared to go out meeting people. … And when I go out and walk in the street, even if
they don’t know [me], I was thinking, oh they’re going to think about me… It helped a lot [with this].’
‘It depends on what I’m like on a daily basis. If I’m low or if something awful has happened to me then I’ll be
too low to even speak to anyone at all. […] It’s just the loneliness really, the sheer utter loneliness.’
All of those interviewed reported that Women’s Lives Leeds had made a difference to them. Outcomes
described included sense of achievement, increased confidence and improved mental health:
‘It’s made a huge difference in my life. I appreciate it.’
‘When you’re doing nothing and you’ve got depression and you’ve got mental health, you can feel quite
worthless and shitty. And that’s not good for anybody’s mental health. … now that I do [voluntary role], I
feel like I’m doing something that’s really helpful and it’s a sense of achievement for me that I’ve got to go
out of the house and I’ve done that and I’ve stuck to it for over a year and I’m still doing it now. So I feel like
a useful person again, like I’m doing something nice that’s worth it’.
‘[Being involved in WLL] gave me lots of confidence and strength. … They make me aware I can have this
help… where I can go for help, how I can look after myself.’
Longer term outcomes related to the women being able to make plans for their own future in a range of
ways:
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‘I used to cry all the time. … Until my case was settled, then slowly I knew what is going to happen and I’ve
got something. … I know my case is settled now. Whatever I’m going to earn, I’m going to pay my lawyer’s
bill slowly. I’ve got accommodation.’
‘If I ever wanted to go back into work, I have now got a reference [through volunteering role CN helped set
up]. And I didn’t have a reference. … It’s been that long since I’ve worked that those places now do not exist.
They’ve shut down or they’ve moved on. And I don’t have those references anymore. So now I have got a
reference.’
Those interviewed were asked about the complex needs approach, and the type of support that they had
received. They noted the importance of the client-led focus, and having one worker able to support them:
‘When I got in touch with WLL it was like a relief that I finally had that sort of worker that was seeing things
from my point of view and getting the job done in some ways…with WLL it was all about what you were
comfortable with and what’s best for you. … If you don’t want to actually deal with ringing different people
up and sorting out problems and you just want to sit and talk for that day, that was okay. If you couldn’t
cope with tackling the big situations until the following week, that was okay. So the pressure was a lot less,
because it was whatever you could cope with at that time on that day at that appointment. And you don’t
get that with other services.’
One service user discussed how she found it reassuring to have one person to deal with rather than several
support workers:
‘I don’t have to explain from beginning to the end. And that time is the more painful time. You don’t want to
go through again and over and over and explain. And then another thing is, everybody’s understanding is
different. When I try to explain, they understand something differently, and they ask me some more
questions. It makes me more anxious. So I always prefer to speak with one person and that’s it. … I don’t
like to discuss with everybody everything.’
Service users reported being able to contact their worker, feeling that the workers had adequate time,
and were non-judgemental:
‘When I met WLL obviously I had a telephone number I could constantly contact her on…’
‘When I started using that service [WLL] I felt a lot better. … because [name of CN worker] gave me lots of
time. She used to come and she used to spend time, as much as my things needed.’
‘Some workers are only allocated to you for a fixed amount of time. And you need them for longer than
that. And they can cut you off right when you’re in a lot of need. And I don’t think WLL do that. I think they
do it right up until when you move or after you’ve moved or settled a bit, however long your situation
takes.’
One service user discussed the relief that she felt to receive support from Women’s Lives Leeds, when
other support she had been offered was not working:
‘It’s made quite a lot of difference really because I was having trouble with loads of support workers before
that. So it took a bit of the weight off my shoulders. Because I was arguing with loads of different other
workers from different organisations. And I was ending up left with no support at all.’
The women interviewed reported how workers had supported them by encouraging them to hear positive
messages, working alongside them to help them to become more independent, and helping them to solve
problems:
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‘When I have a question and I ask [CN worker], she explains, ‘No need to worry. It’s not the end of the
world. I’m with you. We’re going to do this and this.’ … She always gives me positive thoughts, ‘It’s not only
you. There’s lots happening in the world.’
‘And then you’ve got that person giving you that confidence to say, ‘You can do this.’ And ‘I think you’re
doing really well. You’ve done this and this and this, so don’t be so down on yourself.’
Women noted that their worker provided them with a range of support including emotional support;
practical support, working alongside them completing a range of activities:
‘By just talking about the situation and by listening to what she said. She used to talk to me about it, and
listen to what I had to say about it. … She advised too. It was just like talking to a friend really. She was that
good, because she was so nice. And when I was speaking to her she was just like – we became friends in a
way. And she got to know everything about me, and the whole situation.’
‘Sometimes she might have just come round and I might have just talked to her about all the different
things that were upsetting me. Maybe I might have talked to her about all the different people in my
personal life that just didn’t understand why I was doing what I was doing, or why I was going through
what I was going through.’
Or maybe I felt lonely because they didn’t want to understand. … So then I could talk about how other
people had made me feel.’
‘I wasn’t confident to do emails and especially the letters from my lawyers, and some of the words I never
understood what they mean. So I needed more and more help.
My case was getting more stressful, because it took a long while and so many things were involved. … And
then [CN worker] used to come and spend time with me, make me understand. And the things we don’t
know she’d try to find out … making enquiries. And the person used to send me emails. I didn’t know how to
reply back. And [name] used to sit with me and try to sort it out.’
Women were also sign-posted to other services where possible:
‘… she (complex needs worker) put me in touch with different places like Crisis line, Rape Crisis, all those
phone numbers that you can phone when you’re very, very upset. I’ve got all the numbers on my phone to
phone when I’m very deeply upset.
‘She took me to other places as well, like Inkwell, just to show me that ‘If I ever wanted to go there, well I’ll
go with you the first time and then if you feel like that’s a place you want to go, you know where it is, and
you know what it’s like.’’
Women also discussed the importance of being supported by another woman, with gender specific
provision seen as essential from a service user point of view:
‘I couldn’t have worked with a guy right then. I don’t think a lot of women are going to want to work with a
guy when they’ve just been through domestic abuse. … You don’t throw a guy worker in with a domestic
abuse victim. It’s a really bad idea.
Because even if the guy worker doesn’t’ do anything wrong at all, the way that woman perceives men at
that time, they might put a complaint in against a man over something the man hasn’t even noticed he’s
done, because they’re that fragile and that sensitive. It’s really good to have a woman worker in that
situation.’
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‘The woman can understand what we go through. We’ve got the same feeling. I think most women go
through the same way of life. So yes, I wouldn’t be able to trust men and talk to men, no way.’
‘I think it was a good idea to be supported by a woman because obviously a woman they’re the same as a
me. If you’re talking to a man, men are different. And I think it was a lot better to talk to a woman. … I just
felt more easy talking to a woman than talking to a man.’
During the interviews, women reported that the complex needs provision and service from Women’s Lives
Leeds was different to other provision that they had experienced. Previous support was described as not
meeting their needs:
‘They don’t approach you as an emotional situation anyway. They’re just looking at it as paperwork. …
These are the rules and that’s it. And it’s all about rules, rules, rules with the police. It’s rules with the
domestic abuse workers half of the time… and getting told what to do. And that’s the worst approach that
you could actually do to anybody who’s just been living their life doing nothing but getting told what to do.
It’s just really awkward. Because it kind of makes you do the opposite.’
‘They [service] were too busy. And from the beginning you don’t know where you are and you need lots of
help. … And they used to take two weeks to call me back, which was really stressful. But since I have been
engaged with WLL, I can’t appreciate enough. They are great…. Most of the time straight away they used to
contact me back.’
One service user felt that some form of ongoing (light) support would be helpful after exiting the complex
needs service:
‘Even though my case was settled, I was needing some more help, maybe once a month, maybe half an
hour. Just for emails and things like that. If I go to those centres, there is not always the same person. And
you don’t like to discuss with everyone from the beginning to the end. … When you’ve got children and [are]
involved with the in-laws and ex, you need a little bit more [support]. Life is very complicated. … The
problem with children is on-going. It’s not going to stop until they are independent and they leave the
house. And [for] ladies with children, they need a little bit more support. I need it and I’m sure that lots of
other mums need that support.’
She also highlighted the potential for women who have completed the complex needs service to offer peer
support and advice to women going through similar issues:
‘If someone is willing to do volunteering – a support worker could take me when it’s somebody else
involved, and we can explain it better, ‘Look, I’ve been through this. Don’t worry too much, it’s going to be
this, this, this.’

●

●

●

Summary of service user outcomes:
Increased confidence
Improved mental health
Increased resilience
Leaving abusive relationships
Involvement in Women’s Lives Leeds
Accessing education
Gaining peer support
Receiving advice and support
Space to talk
Feeling better
Support with a range of issues

●

●

●
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3.6 Different approach of Women’s Lives Leeds
Staff were asked to consider how the provision encompassed within Women’s Lives Leeds compares to
other services within the city, with a variety of opinions offered. The Complex Needs Service was seen as
positive in general, but the Community Development Provision was noted as being less of a unique offer:
‘I think the complex needs service is offering more than a lot of other organisations are. But I don’t think the
community development work is definitely not offering anything that isn’t already out there.’
‘… there’s a little bit of conflict with the community development service, because some already have
community development workers. So, are they engaging in a different way? On balance, probably not. …
But they do offer a different type of engagement, which some people don’t see as community development,
which is drop-ins which we know that nobody offers that sort of drop-in service.’
Another offered analysis of the different components of the provision, suggesting that various elements
were unique:
‘… there is a uniqueness already with some of the elements. The website is a good example of the one-stopshop platform for people accessing services. It could be absolutely brilliant. Because the bones are all there.
But again, the CEOs initially said we only want our information on it, which is a bit pointless to have only 11
services on it. […] it could be a flagship for the project. And my feeling is in order for it to be extraordinary, it
needs a bit more. It will be purposeful as is. But in order for it to be extraordinary, it needs more.’
Service is provided to women city-wide
The geographical reach of the service across the city was noted as being positive by several staff members:
‘Often in Leeds if you live in a certain catchment area, you can only access certain support in that catchment
area. So now that we have the complex needs service … [and] also the community development service as
well. Because those are the two frontline services. Women all over Leeds can access support now. … some of
[the individual partner organisations] have a relatively small catchment area. … So, this joined-up kind of a
service means that it is more open to women.’
‘… the fact that we’re citywide is really good as well, in that we endeavour to go to them. So, one of my
clients, I’m not able to lone work with them, but I will go to her local community centre to meet her. So, the
expectation isn’t on her to come and meet me where I am, at my convenience, at my office.’
The outreach component of the delivery model was also commented upon favourably by two staff
members:
‘I think it is engaging with women in a different way because I think we’re going to where women are. I
personally feel like I’m going to different community groups…’
‘… the fact that we go to them is definitely, because it removes again the barrier of them having to look for
maybe transport, or the anxiety of the time commitment and the motivation. We’ll go to them. So, it’s the
practical support, but it’s also another barrier to engagement that’s removed because we’re able to do
that.’
Reaching the most vulnerable women was also noted as important, with one Complex Needs Worker
suggesting that whilst the project was having some impact in this area, that more could be done in relation
to existing levels of need:
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‘I think we are reaching some of the most vulnerable women in Leeds. I mean there’s a lot more. We see it
all the time.’
Providing a (post removal) service
Providing a post-removal service was also noted as meeting a need that would not otherwise be met
because of changes to the funding of one of the partner organisations:
‘… there’s no longer a support group. Women’s Health Matters used to have a post removal support group,
but that lost funding. So, there’s no longer a support group where you can go and discuss these difficulties.’
‘… when it comes to post-removal support, there is no other service really that is offering that. There is a
new service that’s being developed by Leeds City Council in post-removal support, however the remit for
that is so narrow… But from the very moment that your children are removed, you’re just thrown into
absolute chaos and despair. And you’ve got such a long uphill struggle if you want to try and fight the care
proceedings. And there is nobody out there offering that support except for the WLL service. It’s just a huge
gap within Leeds, as I see it.
As previously discussed, the scope, time and space to work creatively and flexibly with women was also
noted as being important in providing something different to existing provision, particularly that offered
within statutory services:
‘I would say that we can afford more time with the women. I would say that, of all of us that are on the
complex needs service, we’ve all been doing this for a very long time between us. And we’ve worked in
services that have probably restricted us as workers in terms of how we can help people. I would say that
we can work in a much more challenging and creative way, and help women get the result that they want
from the service.’
‘They’re trying to do something different. They’re not a generic service. And yes, we can work in ways that
you can’t work especially within statutory services. But you know some of the voluntary organisations
wouldn’t give you the kind of space and time to be able to really do something a little bit different with
these women.’
‘And we’re just able to deal with and support women in different ways. So, there’s the scope for the
complex needs, but then there’s the consultations side of things within the community development service
through the drop-in where women are able to explore their options, you know, they’ve got an issue they
want to talk about what they can do about it. And they can come without worrying about things, in
confidence, and talk about what they would like support with and have that support. But then there’s that
scope to then refer into other services as well. So, we have got a lot at our disposal and we really can
support and do have the facility to support the women.’
Flexibility was noted as being key by several of the workers interviewed, in that more intense support is
required on occasion and this can be given:
‘I think the fact that the complex needs [workers] do have that flexibility to work with women for that
length of time, I think that’s really good. Definitely. There’s definitely a need for that. And the community
development team, I think there’s a lot of women that have heard probably about services … and support
that they may not have heard about before. So that’s really good.’
‘… we can give a lot more time. So, I think clients like that, because they all want that little bit more time.
[…] it’s more intense.’
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Examples of flexibility
Workers provided examples of how they were able to change their diaries to support women who were
faced with changing circumstances as well as the need for out of hours support:
‘[During one ‘very complex case’], the hearing for the final hearing was postponed on three occasions. So, it
meant that there was no case of ‘Oh my word, now it’s been postponed for the third time. I’m no longer
going to be able to support you for the final hearing. Because I’ve got to close on you.’ It’s a case of, ‘Well
that’s fine. I’ll still be here. I can still work with you.’
‘Sometimes things like, it’s half past eight at night, to support her, for example, when she … wasn’t able to
get into a refuge the first night. … And I was with her until about half past eight that night to get her safely
into a hotel for the evening, and then into a refuge the next day. Or on another occasion when I supported
her at the police station after she’d been assaulted, again I was there until late in the evening. And again,
I’d just check in with my host manager to say, ‘There’s been a change to my calendar. This is where I am.
This is who I’m with.’ And they will stay on call for me until I check out. So, the lone worker arrangements
are in place and they’re also flexible to support me to meet the needs of the clients.’
Listening to women
Hearing the voices of the women using the service has already been noted but again this was reiterated as
an important part of the approach here in that it was not always a given within other services:
‘I think by listening and by being there. Because she might not think that she can change the circumstance
now, but if circumstances change - everything is fluid. So just by being here and being that link into
changing their circumstance, whatever that is … […] that’s what we’re here to do as well, to listen really to
women.’
Tailoring support
Being able to offer different support to each client through a tailored service offer (again as discussed
earlier), was also seen to be unique when compared to the other provision locally:
‘… we’re working specifically with the women. Even though they may have a family, we will support them
with the family, but it would be about signposting to the right people. […] this is more about them. Whereas
in my other field, it was children’s services. So, they were thinking about the children, whereas this is about
the women…
One worker noted that other services exclude women, who still require support for example in post
removal circumstances:
‘… I’ve put in a letter of complaint about [bad treatment to a client]. Because it was so sub-standard and
when I spoke to the midwife, she openly said, ‘I want to have as little to do with that woman as possible.’
And I understand that it’s difficult, because you’ve got this beautiful little baby, and you’ve got mum who
you’re reading has abused drugs during her pregnancy, has got a previous history of violence and
aggression. She’d had a number of children removed prior. … But I just think that there’s so much more to it,
and there’s so much more depth to who somebody is and why they’re in that situation and why they’re like
that. And that regardless, your role as a professional is to offer unconditional positive regard. So, it didn’t
really matter what mine and your personal opinion is, it’s your job. You have to show compassion. But this
woman didn’t.’
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Building trust with clients
Workers noted that other services did not operate in the same way and were not able to build trust with
clients in some instances:
‘I have a lot of frustrations with the mental health services in Leeds and the way that they treat people,
down to basic human respect. You know, ‘I’ll call you tomorrow.’ Well they don’t call them for two weeks. I
would never dream of doing that to a client because you can’t spend weeks and weeks building up trust
with someone to then let them down. You can’t do it. You can’t ask someone to be open and honest with
you and trustworthy and reliable and be there for appointments, and then not do the same back, which is
actually what a lot of services do, if I’m honest. And what we’re trying not to do.’
Providing services not available elsewhere
The approach used within the Women’s Lives Leeds service was described by workers as a service that is
simply not available locally. For example, accompanying women to court, and providing post removal
support:
‘… there’s things that I’m doing with women that nobody else is doing with them, that no other service is
providing. For example, there isn’t a specific service that I’m aware of that will offer support to go with you
to family court. … There might be general support workers out there that are able to do that. But there isn’t
another post removal support service which is doing that. And women need that. It’s such a crucial, difficult,
awful experience to go through in life, to be fighting the court system for your own children. And nobody
else is offering this support.’
Providing a safe space has already been mentioned by workers, with a further example of how important
this is for some women from BME communities provided by one Community Development Worker, who
was able to offers support that certain women would not access within their own community due to the
risks that this may cause:
‘I’ll have somebody who comes to the Dewsbury Road Community Hub drop-in and will be familiar with
Asha Neighbourhood centre, but because they’re BME they don’t want to go to that BME organisation
because it’s BME and they’re from the same area and therefore they’re afraid that their family will find out.
So, when it comes to things like domestic violence and family issues, BME organisations aren’t always what
a BME woman wants or needs and could actually put them at risk.’
Having a wider impact
Workers also felt that the approach adopted within Women’s Lives Leeds was one that was having a wider
impact, with examples of this discussed in relation to workers being involved with educational provision in
the city, and having a positive upon the family of service users via a ripple down effect:
‘I have been invited to a student maternity [service] to again give an explanation on the work that I do. …
WLL, because it is almost advocating on behalf of post removal, women who have experienced removal,
and bringing it to people’s attention.’
During the interviews, staff were asked to consider the ways in which the Women’s Lives Leeds service and
approach, adds value. They reported a number of examples, including virtual presence, as well as peer
support:
‘I think it’s quite good to have that online resource, isn’t it, with the directory of different organisations and
different groups of women. And it’s definitely something that I signpost women to have a look at. It has
everything there. A lot of them refer to it…’
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‘… we’ve had people using [the online service directory], but are they just looking or are they going to
services? And I don’t know how we could ever capture that sort of information. […] there’s a lot of
organisations who’ll have women as service users, and they maybe just provide a little bit of this. But they
might want something else somewhere else. … It’s very early. We only launched it in November … But
overall, yes, I think it’s done what it says it was going to do.’
One worker noted that the Partnership was trying to capture learning in keeping with the approach of the
funders especially in relation to peer support and the development of sustainability:
‘What we’re trying to do is capture that learning and keep communicating with those people who’ve
demonstrated an interest. And we’re trying to move to a collective ownership of the network … Because
there’s still people within peer support within the city want a forum to be looking at peer support. …
hopefully it will be one of the legacies of the project that network will exist post the four-year period
because of the work I’ve been putting in … trying to develop an exec steering committee … so that it’s not
just WLL.’
‘… part of the evaluation is obviously the learning stuff. That’s a big part of the project. … it’s all about not
duplicating what’s already out there, and trying to learn from other people, best practice, that sort of
thing.’
The service delivery focus upon the most vulnerable women within the city was also discussed as being
important in terms of the added value of the provision encompassed within Women’s Lives Leeds:
‘Their ethos is to support the most vulnerable women and girls in Leeds. That’s what always sticks out in my
mind. That’s what always drives the work that I do. And again, everybody’s approach is different. That is the
vision of WLL and that’s what I carry with me in terms of the work that I do and when I’m engaging with
women.’
Gender specific support has already been discussed in relation to the way in which the service approach is
implemented, and this was again discussed as something that adds value as it creates a safe space for
women and is seen as imperative by many service users:
‘I suppose the approach is it’s gendered specific. …There’s a gendered approach in the Hub, which is the
Leeds Women’s and Girls’ Hub, which is about women and girls’ voice and influence; complex needs … So, I
think it’s that holistic gendered approach.
I think is what I would say underpins and drives WLL […] we’ve had women that will not entertain being
supported by men for whatever reasons, personal or whatever. And again, that’s coming through, that they
really like that support. And we had one service user who said, I would never have ever told a man that.’
Women’s Lives Leeds was also discussed as being inclusive by one worker who discussed how BME and
migrant women may engage with local women’s groups but not feel part of wider women’s community in
Leeds:
‘… my area [i.e. wedge] is so full with women who are trafficked refugee, asylum seeker women. And they
do come from more BME backgrounds. And I think they do feel a part of their community and they enjoy it
more because there is just women in those groups they run. But they probably don’t feel a part of the wider
female community in Leeds. […] There’s a bit too much segregation. But you know, nothing can happen
overnight.’
The Complex Needs approach was also described as unique by one of the workers:
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‘I think the complex needs service is unique, and I think it’s extremely valuable. But I would say that
because I work in it. But I have every confidence in my co-workers that do complex needs. I know they’re a
highly skilled group of women who are all very committed to the work, and creative in the work.’

●

●

●

Summary of different approach:
Engagement
Complex needs service offer
New provision e.g website
City-wide offer
Outreach
Post-removal offer
Time and space to work with women on their own terms
Creativity and flexibility within service offer
Wider more strategic impact
Specialisms within complex needs offer
Gender specific offer

●

●

●

3.7 What’s Working: Success Factors
Partners were given the opportunity to reflect upon their learning as a result of being involved within the
WLL partnership;
Shared values
A shared ethos and commitment to core values around working in gender specific way was seen as
important within the consortium, and as an enabling factor in supporting delivery and associated learning;
‘… in one of the early meetings I said we could call it WLL and we could have a women friendly city. And I
didn’t think we were actually going to do it, and now it looks like [we are] …’
‘… what underlies everybody’s way of working I suppose is the women centred working, and the whole thing
about strength-based approaches. And it’s because we have that at the core. And I suppose what’s
important is the values and the stuff at the core of what we’re doing, is what makes WLL work.’ Mentions
empowerment as example of core work.
‘It’s gender specific, so that women know that they’re going to be speaking to other women. So, they don’t
have to worry about that. So right from that point through to the forums and the steering groups, and the
advisory group, who are women ...’
Sense of solidarity
One partner noted that there is a sense of solidarity around the project, and commitment to genderspecific ways of working;
‘…we are very disparate as a set of providers or have been in the past. And what this has allowed us to do is
for once to have a bit of a unified voice around gender-specific matters in Leeds. And that’s great because
there’s some solidarity in working with other women, working with other women’s services, and working
with other women leaders, where we are seeing very much the same themes appearing. And we’ve got an
opportunity to advocate across 11 organisations, not just doing it individually.’
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Commitment and openness
Several partners discussed their commitment to the WLL project, and the level of openness within the
consortium. This was important in relation to addressing any challenges;
‘I think you’ve got some really skilled partners within there who are really committed to making this work.’
‘I think the overriding important thing is that commitment from the partners around the table. And I think
that genuine commitment that we’re going to make this work and that this is different and unique.’
‘I can email the Project Manager. I could email the Chair. And they respond. So, it’s not a closed shop thing.
So, what you’re more comfortable with, you can do.’
‘I think we’ve gone from strength to strength in recognising some of the early challenges. And ironing those
creases out as it goes along. Things don’t get left to fall under the radar. I think there’s an honesty that
when there are challenges, it’s dealt with and it’s safe. And that is probably something really significant,
because I do remember in some of the early meetings where things perhaps seemed awkward and weren’t
possibly entirely addressed.’
‘I think the 11-12 organisations have worked really well together, very supportive of each other, especially
with myself and then the other organisations that are quite small. They’ve really looked after us and taken
us onto the journey with them. […] Because they’re all women, and they’re all there to help other vulnerable
women and girls. And I think it’s open and transparency. Everything gets brought to the table. So, all the
partners are aware of what’s happening and what’s going on.’
Mutual respect
One partner mentioned the respect that she had experienced when joining the consortium, even at a later
point than other organisations;
‘… the thing that struck me was that they were really, really welcoming, really warm. And [they] helped me
get up to speed really with where they were at, even though it was reaching the end of putting in the
funding application. … it was a good start. I think that’s been quite important is that the people are really
respectful of what you do as an organisation. And obviously, we already knew each other to a greater or
lesser degree whether we’d worked formally or informally in the past.’
Working together
Partners noted that joining up within WLL had enabled them to bring together expertise;
‘… we have to work very strategically and quite tactically about how we form our relationships. We’ve had a
workshop around how we work together, and I used the tools around appreciative enquiry and humble
enquiry as the way that we would frame that.’
Co-production
Co-production was seen as central to the partnerships approach;
‘…it’s about coproduction all the way through. … when I say consortium, that means for the people who use
our services as well. And they’re equal in terms of decision making. So, they get involved and drive the
agenda. … the coproduction that WLL does is about generating that from the women themselves at every
level. There’s a real respect for people’s opinions, perspectives, expertise, skills, contributions. So, I’d like to
think we reflect that throughout…’
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Skilled workers
The project team and workers were described as being skilled;
‘I think [the project team, and the central team] are doing a really good job. And I think rather than us
having to check everything off and whatever, I’d rather leave them to it. And they’ve also got things in place
for quality. And I think they’re doing a really good job.’
‘I think that they’ve got some skilled workers who are working within the Complex Needs team. And in
terms of complex needs, it seems to be working.’
Effective management
Effective management, and the importance of all partners being represented was also described as
important within the partnership to support learning as well as successful delivery;
‘The project manager is really good at putting things in place and in responding to what works. And it
seems to be working in terms of making it work with so many organisations. So, the glue model was having
as many organisations, managing staff. I think if we didn’t do that we would have lost some of the
partners…’
‘I think there’s been a lot of work in managing and in terms of the structure, policies, procedures etc. But I
think quite understandably that was going to be demanding, especially in the lead-in period, having
everything in place. And I think moving forward, that will be less. It’s necessary, but I suppose it’s been a
priority as well. And I think we’re now confident that that’s all in place. And so, I think it allows more focus
on actual developing the delivery aspect, and looking at where does the partnership go now, what are it’s
aims moving forward.’
‘… having a good model of hosting people in our organisation and making sure that we support them, that
we know where they’re priorities and their work and things lie. And that’s worked out really well.’
The Project Manager was described as being ‘really great, and I think she has skills in terms of where she’s
come from. She has lots of links and I think in terms of the systems she’s great.’
Chair’s role
The role of the chair was also discussed by one CEO, who saw this as being an important component of
leadership within the partnership;
‘My role as Chair is about, almost setting the scene in conjunction with the project manager and the
contract leads. Because clearly, they’ve got accountability for the project. And then I ensure that the
conversations are happening, between us, between the partners, but the contract lead and the project
manager, that we’re able to focus on the areas that we think need some attention…’
General views of what’s working
Partners articulated a range of opinions about what was working well within Women’s Lives Leeds,
including effective processes;
‘I think it’s effective in the processes. So, they’re quite clear. … It seems to be effective in meeting the
targets set to do the Big Lottery. … performance … seems to be going well. I think it’s effective in its
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promotion of women’s services, especially through the forum. And I think the consortium is effective in
managing the project.’
Increased scope through working with new organisations or more effectively with existing partners was
also reported;
‘We’ve been working with them (other organisations) around looking at counselling. And I suppose what
WLL has meant is we’d never worked together before, but now we are working together. … we work closer
now. …it meant that they could come and talk to young women, like focus groups, to find out what was
needed – women who had had counselling and what they felt about it. So, they had access to young women
as well. And now we’ve got new partnerships with them and Basis and others.’
Smaller organisations are being empowered through their involvement, as they are able to learn and
develop at the organisational level;
‘I’m getting empowered from them, because like I’m saying, we always worked within our community, and
this is like bigger things for us. And as an organisation, my own development, the organisation’s
development.’
‘Bigger organisations helping smaller ones was seen as important for learning; ‘Because the thing is other
organisations, like [names of 2 of the larger partner organisations], and some other organisations, they are
at the level where they’re just doing so much work for the community and for the women, so we are just
learning from each other. And they just change the approach as well. If something will not work, we will just
discuss it in the partnership that this is not working. So, they’ll just change the approach.’
Furthermore, inspiring smaller organisation to look at bigger picture was reported as a component of the
partnership that was aiding learning;
‘And it’s been learning for me in the act that usually when you’re a very small organisation, you’re just
doing your day-to-day run of the mill kind of your job. And you don’t really get much time to go out. You
don’t really know what’s going on in the wider picture of things. And being there with the consortium, and
looking at the work that they do, and how they’re supporting women and all the things that go on. And
you’re thinking, that’s fantastic. And that needs to be sustained as well as the work that we’re doing. That’s
quite as important for us, and that needs to be sustained, and fit in with the wider picture.’
Working well as a group and widening perspectives was noted as positive learning by two partners;
‘I think the personalities work well together. Obviously, it’s quite problematic having 11 strong wayward
women in the same room. … but I think that we’ve done very well in terms of working together for better
outcomes with a wider perspective than our own organisations.’
‘… it got us better connected and knowledgeable about our partners. So, when we’re talking about the
services that we do, and who we might want to collaborate or ask advice of, or when we’re thinking about
things we might want to develop. … the fact that we had to map what we all did and share that as part of
the bid is quite useful to know where people’s expertise and types of services lie. And then also there’s a list
on the virtual hub now. … I think it makes us more mindful of what other people are doing and maybe
joining forces or creating something that complements or adds value, rather than just repeats.’
Better understanding of the barriers
Partners suggested that their involvement in Women’s Lives Leeds had helped their own learning in terms
of developing their understanding the needs of vulnerable groups of women;
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‘Certainly, in terms of the increased access for women and girls and reaching those more vulnerable groups,
definitely that’s been hugely significant. And better understanding of the barriers. We all can make
assumptions about the barriers, but actually it’s not until you’re able to make contact with those individuals
and really hear from them about what their challenges are. But we’re continuously learning. And I think
barriers as well don’t stay the same. They can change. And I think we have the benefit of gradually reaching
more of those people and really understanding their changing priority needs really.’
‘That might be one of the gaps where, why isn’t a certain community coming forward with domestic
violence. Why isn’t sexual abuse being picked up when it’s happening within the houses? Because I didn’t
how that was within the Asian community, and how hidden that is because of culture and because of
respect, and because of this, and how that to be allowed to be still going on in the 21st century in the UK
type of thing.’
Sharing resources
The partnership had enabled organisations to share resources, and to learn from each other’s practices;
‘The mapping of data sharing is ‘an example of how we’ve shared practice with each other. We also have
had joint training. So, there’s training that developed through the project that all the staff have done some
training together. We’ve also accessed each other’s training. And then we’ve shared training. So, for
instance we were having training around trauma, through some fantastic trainer that we were bringing to
Leeds with Getaway Girls. And we shared it. So, the WLL staff, they paid for half of it.’
‘… there’s a lot of sharing resources as well. And sharing space. So, we have meetings in different people’s
buildings. But they’ve also used this space here when they’re meeting young women. So, they’ve met people
here. But other people have used other people’s buildings as well.’
‘That is a major thing in that the idea of not duplicating, and improving services, and making sure that
women feel there’s something.’
Being able to share data was also noted as positive by one partner;
‘I think it’s been really positive in being able to work with our other partners and the data. … we’ve always
felt like the women that we work with [i.e. street sex workers] are particularly complex. And actually, now
we’re starting to get some empirical data through the partnership about what that complexity looks like. So
almost a bit of a rationale, which we think we’ve known, but it’s helpful to see it in the context to other
partners’ delivery.’
Benefits of secondment
The secondment of a Complex Needs Worker was noted as important in relation to learning taking place;
‘And we do actually second one of the complex needs workers, which has actually worked really well. … But
she’s very skilled, works incredibly well independently. She is really much a part of our team. I think we’re
learning. … And I’m pleased that we went down the secondment route. Because for us it was very much
around sustainability of our organisation, knowing that if anything happened with us that it wouldn’t
compromise that role, and that it would allow WLL to be able to continue that post, because they were
employed by Leeds Women’s Aid. So, it was a protection for them and for us, I think, in many respects.’
Project Delivery
This was described as working well in terms of delivery;
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‘I think that the service delivery is working well enough. I don’t think it’s excellent.’
‘I would say that you can see that the community development workers are reaching women that probably
wouldn’t have been reached or certainly might not have been reached by us as individual services and
bringing them into the access of opportunities. And certainly, the complex needs workers, again we are
reaching more women through that.’
Partnership working
There were mixed views on how the partnership itself was working, some being more positive than others
with learning attributed to the development of processes and the mechanisms through which the different
organisations were working together;
‘I think I’ve developed a more flexible toolkit for approaching partnership than I had previously. Yes, I
suppose that’s the highlight. I’m in one at the moment that we’re just developing for the tampon tax, and
I’m doing it very differently.’
‘… there’s different levels of involvement, and different levels of decision making.’
‘… it has been hard work trying to get all the documentations in place, trying to get everybody on board and
agreeing to everything. It’s been quite a journey.’
‘There is learning in the fact that however many structures and things you set up, and we have put an awful
lot of – a partnership agreement and structures of how things work, a central team to run things – there are
always going to be differences of opinion on certain things. … So, I do think we’ve set it up quite strongly, so
that even if everybody doesn’t agree with the final decision, there’s been a real opportunity to talk things
through and do that. I think that’s been important learning. … we’ve had to work through how we set up
what we do to try to find the middle ground … we just need to be clear about things that these staff are
there to work on the WLL Lottery project, and not get drawn into other activities.’
‘… the other thing that makes I unique I guess is the fact that we’ve got 11 organisations that have stuck in
there together, and not fallen away through any of the process. And there’s obviously been some
disagreements at times and some challenges and some tension. But actually, we’ve always kept focused on
the end role around what we want to achieve with women and girls. So, we are also I feel as leaders,
challenging some of those stereotypes about how women work together, how women leaders work
together, and how charity leaders work together too.’
Support from the funder
Working with other partners and consortia outside WLL was discussed as being important in relation to the
facilitation of opportunities for learning;
‘… the Big Lottery are very good at linking in with other organisations, or where they feel another
organisation can benefit from your experience, they connect you. And that’s certainly been the case for us …
And I suppose there might be some challenges for us if we felt that we were restricted from doing
something in the future.’
The flexibility of the funder was noted as important in relation to delivery too;
‘I think The Lottery are a really flexible funder and they like what we’re doing. And I think they would rather
we made a difference rather than trying to fit loads of people in. Because then we end up being similar to
other services that exist already. And the idea was that this was to meet a gap with the most vulnerable,
most complex women and girls that we work with.’
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Peer support
Peer support was described earlier as an important component of the project for empowering women, and
some partners felt that this was also important in relation to their own learning;
‘… in terms of the partnership overall, it’s been a really positive involvement for us. I think the peer support
aspect is entrenched at all levels. Because I think as senior officers within our organisation, often you feel
that you’re working in isolation. It’s great to have the support of other CEOs and directors who’ve got
experience in different areas. So, at all levels down through the organisation, I think there’s that
opportunity to gain support from others who might be involved in areas of work that you are just entering
into. And you can benefit from that shared learning, sharing resources. And of course, that goes right
through to the peer support model that’s been developed as well, which – it’s not necessarily one size fits
all, but I think it recognises the key principles that apply to all kinds of groups.’
Learning from experience
Finally, two partners noted that they had learned from their experience;
‘I do think as an organisation, and maybe we’ve gone through a lot of experiences ourselves, we’re not
afraid of the challenges and learning from the experiences. I think we know that we’ve been shaped by our
challenges and experiences. And I think as an organisation that’s part of our ethos, continuous learning. So,
it might on the face of it feel like a challenge, but actually embrace that challenge, because you will come
through the other side, and you will gain so much from it. And actually, you will be able to use that
experience in – we have got a lot of experience now of partnerships that we didn’t have, that we will be
able to extend into forming new partnerships.’
‘… it’s looking at equally for everybody, to see which are the viable gaps. I’m sure they’re all viable, but
which are the ones that can be covered now, which can move anywhere we need it, or the development
worker might identify something else. So, it’s an ongoing learning process.’
Delivery staff were asked to consider what they had learned within their roles during the interviews. They
were able to articulate a number of ways in which they have gained knowledge with many describing the
development of new skills, personal learning and learning about Partnership work:

‘I’ve learnt about Partnership work. And I’ve learnt about how important it is, about how you need to
persevere to reach some results really, for not just you, but the people that you’re working with. It’s not
going to happen overnight. I’m not just going to set up a drop-in like that. You’ve got to persevere. And I’ve
been able to do that. It’s a learning curve.’
‘… I’m not new to drop-ins. But the rest of it is quite new to me. So, promoting services … being involved in
larger groups and promoting services in the way that we do through WLL, through the community
development service, that’s not something that I have had very much experience doing before. … So, it’s
been good in the sense that it’s a new set of skills that I’m developing. It’s taken me out of my comfort zone,
and they say, it’s good when you’re out of your comfort zone, because that’s when you’re learning.’
‘… pulling reports… has developed loads of my skills, particularly my analytical skills, being able to do that,
which I think frontline workers don’t get as much. And I actually think in terms of the job market, when and
if I move on, it will put me in a really good position to say, I know how to monitor a project. I know how to
evaluate it and make recommendations and analyse data.’
Workers had also felt that they had gained confidence in some instances:
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‘It’s been an amazing confidence builder for me, because I’ve just had such positive feedback. We had a
review of one of my drop-ins and it was very good feedback. It’s just a shame that my experience outside of
WLL seems to be so much more positive than my Partnership work within. So, I think that does upset me a
bit.’
One partner noted that there was increased confidence within individual organisations in terms of working
within the partnership;
‘… I do think that we’ve seen progress. I think all those individual partners looking at their development over
the period since we first began can see that. And I am absolutely confident that that will continue. […] I
think it’s given us the confidence to look at other partnerships. And it’s taken us out of our own realm if you
like and opened up possibility.’
Workers felt that they had gained knowledge about specific communities, as well as a broader reach with
regards to working with BME women:
‘I feel like especially women from ethnic minority communities, they don’t necessarily access mainstream
services in the way that other people might. And it’s really important to have community-based
organisations such as this, where they feel comfortable and where they’re able to access support. So being
based within this organisation gives me that unique access to those women that are really hard to reach.’
‘I’ve probably learned things about myself, being a woman and having a bit more understanding, I guess,
for the BME community, and actually how things might take more time … I understand that it’s not easy to
leave and have a voice and stuff like that. We can have a voice. And this is all women. We can have a voice
and share. It’s just about being strong enough, isn’t it, to share those opinions and say, ‘I’m not doing that.’
Yes, I’ve learned probably a lot about myself in terms of maybe having a bit more understanding for the
BME women. …’
The complexity of cases had provided useful insight and learning opportunities for many workers:
‘I reflect a lot on the work that I’m doing. And if something’s not working, I change it. I think I’m constantly
learning and constantly developing as a worker. … I’ve probably developed more in this last year than I have
in a few years, just because of the complexity of cases that I’m working with, and the fact that I’ve needed
to research and find suitable activities for young women.’
‘I learn every day, every time I’m with different cases I learn lots of different things. And I go to workshops
sometimes with the women. I go to their appointments, and in the appointments, you learn stuff from
Citizen’s Advice, from solicitors, from the court, from everything that’s going on around me. Every time I
pick up new things.’
The opportunity for both reflection and on-going learning as part of the work was welcomed and seen
positively by several workers:
‘I’m learning all the time. There’s not a month goes by I don’t think that I don’t learn something. And I think
that’s another thing that I love about this job. … I think it’s very emotionally draining. And it can be very
challenging.’
‘I’ve really enjoyed the way that the project has the capacity to do the reflecting. The recruitment was a key
example of looking at something and going, ‘Actually, I’m not comfortable with this.’ Then making clear
that if we’re going to engage people, participation has to be meaningful. Otherwise it’s pointless. So that
then feeds into a paper that will be sitting in place. Yes, I find it an enjoyable part of the role.’
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Having a training budget was commented upon positively by two of the Complex Needs Workers:
‘… something else I want to highlight, which is positive, is that we’ve got quite a generous training budget
for each individual. And that’s fantastic as well, because it means that we continue to have opportunities
for that professional development.’
‘We get to go on training. It’s really good, because you can choose the training … And you learn all the time
from each other as well. So, for example, if there’s anything that I don’t know, then I will ask one of my
colleagues…’
One worker also noted her own sense of pride at her involvement within Women’s Lives Leeds:
‘In terms of my personal learning, I would say that for me, I feel really proud to be part of something that’s
trying to make a difference for women and girls across the city. I would say I’ve definitely learnt that there
are a lot of services that care, certainly the organisations that make up our Partnership, are very passionate
about helping women and caring for women, and coming from a place that’s really important, trying to put
women at the top of the agenda. And I think I’ve learnt how much female empowerment is going on across
Leeds already, and that we’re actually part of that and also moving that forward.’
Learning was also discussed in relation to how the workers had developed and changed their practice as a
result of being employed within Women’s Lives Leeds:
‘There’s lots of things within the project that we’ve tweaked as we’ve gone along. Because you put
something on paper here and that’s not feasible, not practical and it doesn’t work. So, then you learn, and
you change.’
Learning about communication, different organisational approaches and networks had all taken place as a
result of involvement within the Partnership:
‘Once we’ve developed possibly a stronger communication and more trusting of each other. I think it’s a bit
hard, because we all just seem to be doing completely different things. It’s really difficult to just try and
quantify easily. I know what my best practice is, but every different organisation has its own ethics and
what best practice is.

‘I’ve definitely learnt a lot about how networks work and the politics of the different organisations. And just
really confirming that not one size fits all. Every woman, every young woman is so different. And you really
need to tailor your approach to make sure that everyone’s included. I think that’s the biggest thing.’
Learning was also noted by one worker in relation to how service users are likely to access the provision:
‘Whilst having this drop-in and whilst doing the ad-hoc drop-ins as well across the city, I really took my time
to figure out what the need was and not to duplicate work, not to step on people’s toes, and to make sure
that it was just spaces women actually attended as well. … what I’ve found is women won’t step outside of
their current routine unless they’re a) familiar with what they’re getting, and b) it’s really easy for them to
do that, especially if they’re vulnerable women.’
Another area of learning in relation to service users was the importance of peer and/or group work to
vulnerable women:
‘… the need for group work. I didn’t expect there to be such a need. I thought the drop-ins would be much
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authority figures. Seeing someone with a badge on isn’t going to be as effective as hearing from your friend
that ‘This is good. Go to this.’
Learning was also noted in relation to how the project was collecting data on service user outcomes.
Central Team members noted the importance of consistently and of both improving and developing
outcome monitoring. They also discussed the need to be responsive to findings:
‘… looking at how we can maybe better phrase the questions within those outcomes monitoring to try and
get that information out of the women and girls that we’re working with. … to make sure that it is reflective
of the service and of the support that the women and girls are getting. ... looking at their needs and
whether we are making sure the service is geared up towards people with certain needs, so the last report,
for example, shows that 86% of women and girls have got mental health needs. So then using that
information to make recommendations, like maybe we need another mental health worker.’
The need to monitor longer term outcomes was also recognised by Central Team members:
‘… what about three, six, twelve months down the line? What about that long-term change? At the moment
we’re not capturing that. We’re capturing the short-term outcomes. We’re capturing the end-ofprogramme outcomes. But we’re not capturing those long-term outcomes.’
Improving the format of evaluation questionnaires was another area commented upon in relation to the
learning that had taken place during the first year of delivery:
‘So, something that I’m working on at the moment is to try and make … [the questions] more tangible, less
abstract. So, the ‘confidence to access services and support’ becomes ‘I feel confident to go to the GP by
myself.’ Or I feel confident to go to a housing appointment by myself.’ Because I feel like that is something
that a woman or girl can define. … let’s be realistic of what’s achievable for these women and girls that
we’re working with. So that’s something that’s been a big learning process for me at the moment. […] How
can we really make sure that … we are presenting that in such a way that it’s still what the funders what to
know, and the CEOs what to know. But it’s more accessible for the women and girls that we’re working
with.’
Responding and reflecting collectively on learning going forwards for the next phase of delivery was an
area that the Core Team had already started to consider, to ensure that staff understood the importance of
capturing learning during the lifetime of Women’s Lives Leeds:
‘… you read the case studies and I meet people and they’re full of positivity. And there is a lot of learning to
unpick there obviously, the complexities of what difference, how do we make a difference.’
‘… perhaps people don’t understand the nature of Big Lottery, and that actually this might be a pain to you,
but actually the reflection is part of the deal. And the learning is part of the deal.’

●

●

●

Summary of what’s working:
Shared values
Solidarity
Commitment
Respect
Working together
Data sharing
Co-production
Skilled workers
Effective management
Learning via the partnership (for frontline and service users needs)
Sharing resources
Building trust

●

●

●
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3.8 Summary of interviews
CEO Interviews





Empowerment was described as
underpinning the entire WLL approach, with
service users being empowered in a variety
of ways. Peer support was recognised as
being an important aspect of empowerment,
and there are several mechanisms for
women to become involved and to
participate within WLL, should they wish to.
The gender specific aspect of WLL was noted
as an important part of the service model,
able to provide a safe, flexible and holistic
service for women with complex needs who
were able to be listened to and heard. The
consortium was also seen as an important
development in increasing the consistency of
support across the city, raising awareness and
catering to the preferences of many service
users.



Most felt that reach was being extended by
the Community Development workers and
by the Hubs.



In terms of what is working well within WLL,
CEOs commented upon shared values,
commitment, respect and co-production.
Processes were seen to be effective; there
was good chairing and project management
and support from larger CEOs to those who
were smaller.



Learning had taken place via the sharing
of resources and best practice as well as
in relation to increasing understanding of
the barriers to reaching vulnerable
women. The Partnership itself was noted
as improving after some initial issues,
though challenges remain.

Delivery staff interviews



The Community Development Workers
reported that they had a positive impact upon
the lives of women in a range of ways, despite
not holding caseloads. For example, confidence
building, enabling women in many ways and
providing them with valued and useful support.



The Complex Needs approach involves building
trust, providing tailored support which is
gender- specific and working with women on
their own terms in flexible and creative ways.



The Complex Needs approach is described as
achieving positive outcomes for clients such
as increased confidence, improved mental
health, employment, involvement with the
project itself and leaving abusive
relationships. Empowerment was noted as an
important outcome for many service users.
Workers also noted that there are many
challenges associated with measuring impact
for service users with complex needs.



Staff interviewed provided several examples
of the way in which Women’s Lives Leeds
operates differently when compared to
other services. The service is city-wide, it
includes post-removal support, is holistic, is
a space in which women are listened to, and
workers have the time and space to deliver
support in creative and flexible ways.



Women’s Lives Leeds adds value in many ways
through the creation of web presence, the
specialisms of the Complex Needs Workers,
working with the most vulnerable, offering a
holistic service, including peer support and in
having a gendered focus via which women
support other women.



Most staff felt that peer support was available
informally, should they wish to access it, and
many felt that best practice had been shared in
several ways.
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3.9 Learning (Theory of Change)
Table 3.9.1 - WLL Theory of Change and Evaluation Evidence to support overall aims
OUTCOME
Outcome 1.

OVERALL AIM

Improved and extended
access for vulnerable
women and girls in Leeds
to the services and
support they want, when
they choose.
(identified groups: young
women, women with
complex needs, recently
arrived).

Many more women and girls
in Leeds will have their
needs
met
and
be
empowered to lead safer,
healthier lives.

Evidence in support of progress to achieve aim taken from the evaluation
The Community Development service is extending reach through community-based drop-ins and
group work. The city-wide focus of WLL is extending the reach of service provision.
‘So, the Community Development Workers having a presence in some of the ... communities in
Leeds where there’s limiting expectations on women – is empowering in that way for women.’
Complex needs provision supports the most vulnerable women and girls across identified groups
linked to worker specialisms.
‘It is providing – they’ve got specialisms in so many different areas. There’s domestic violence,
there’s sex work, there’s Child Sexual Exploitation, there’s education, there’s mental health, sexual
health. And with the complex needs service, it is very holistic.’
‘… she (Complex Needs Worker) put me in touch with different places like Crisis line, Rape Crisis, all
those phone numbers that you can phone when you’re very, very upset. I’ve got all the numbers on my
phone to phone when I’m very deeply upset.’
The creation of an Online Directory, with support and service information available
accessible at a time to suit them.

Outcome 2.
A Holistic Response will
ensure that the needs of
women and girls with
multiple and complex
issues are better
supported.

Many more women and girls
in Leeds will have their
needs met and be
empowered to lead safer,
healthier lives.

Women’s Lives Leeds operates a gender specific model of service delivery. This involves the
creation of safe spaces to interact with women (important for BME communities), a
confidential service, and women supporting women.
‘I couldn’t have worked with a guy right then. I don’t think a lot of women are going to want to
work with a guy when they’ve just been through domestic abuse. … It’s a really bad idea. It’s
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really good to have a woman worker in that situation.’
The tailored and holistic complex need service encompasses intensive support, workers who
can tackle a range of issues, the provision of both practical and emotional support.
‘They give more time. They guide you the right side, gives you more independence, peace of
mind. Because if you imagine, you’ve got so many problems and you can’t deal with them, and
then you find out, somebody is going to do step-by-step for me, she’s going to help me – it’s a big
relief.’
‘I think it’s helped me to think more clearly. The way that I was worked with helped me feel a lot more

relaxed… My worker helped me to learn that I had to do things in my own time… and just to do what
I’m capable of at that time. And that I’m a human being and …and I can only do so much at one time.’

Outcome 3.
Women and Girls will be
empowered to support
their peers and influence
service delivery,
development and design
across the city.

Many more women and girls
in Leeds will have their
needs met and be
empowered to lead safer,
healthier lives.

WLL provides several opportunities and mechanisms for women and girls to influence.
For example, via involvement in shortlisting staff during interviews, becoming peer evaluators,
attending the Hubs and participating in the advisory group.
[The Complex Needs service provided] ‘not a case of somebody to talk to, a case of someone who I can

express myself to and someone who’s going to guide me and advise me.’
‘I think the service gives you a voice. I think it gets your voice heard, being in the service. It’s like your
voice matters and it will be heard if you want it to be heard.’
‘[Being involved in WLL] gave me lots of confidence and strength. … They make me aware I can have
this help… where I can go for help, how I can look after myself.’
‘I think asking for women to take the lead and facilitating that through the voice of the forums and
the voice and influence, is empowering, that they decide the agenda.’
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4. Appendices
4.1 CEO Interview Schedule
4.1.1 Interview Schedule for CEOs
Introductions
Consent etc…stress that we want to talk about the project in a general way rather than trying to obtain
specific information about any of the women involved. If names or identifying factors come up within the
discussion, then reassure the participant that the information will be anonymised.
Interview questions
How are you connected to The Women’s Lives Leeds Project?
How are women identified and then referred into the project? (Explore mechanisms and how these are
working positives and negatives).
In your view, how does WLL enable and/or empower women? In what ways? Can you provide an example?
(Explore facilitation of independence amongst service users).
Is WLL engaging with women in a different way to existing services? E.g. gendered-specific support? Way of
working (holistic)? Explore the model of delivery.
Can you describe The WLL approach?
Probes:
What makes it unique? /Is it unique?
Do you think it is effective? If so, how and why (what features make it so)?
Can you tell me about any learning that you have experienced in your role as part of WLL, particularly
regarding Partnership working?
What is working?
What is not working? Is there anything that you would do differently? What can be improved (and how?)
Capacity of WLL service to deliver?
Has WLL had an impact on the capacity of your service and its ability to reach more women/girls?
Any issues with information sharing amongst CEOs?
In what ways has sharing best practice been useful? Examples of how WLL best practice has impacted their
own service and vice versa.
Organisational development
Is there anything you would like to say about WLL project which we have not discussed/talked about?
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4.2 Delivery Staff Interview Schedules
4.2.1 Interview Schedule –For Community Development Workers Interview Schedule:
Introductions
Consent etc…stress that we want to talk about the project in a general way rather than trying to obtain
specific information about any of the women involved. If names or identifying factors come up within the
discussion, then reassure the participant that the information will be anonymised.
Interview questions
Please could you tell me about your role/what you do?
How are women identified and then referred into the project? (Explore mechanisms and how these are
working positives and negatives).
Can you talk about your experiences of delivering the service? (Community Development approach, what
this means, how it works in reality etc.?
What activities have you found to be beneficial for the women that you work with? What impact has the
project had on the women who you have been working with?
Generally, how do the women view the service and your role (positively and/or negatively?)
What (if any) changes have you seen in the women’s situation/circumstances?
Which of these might be as a direct result of their involvement with WLL E.g. less isolation, more
confidence, improved mental wellbeing?
Example of where it is not possible for a woman to change her circumstances, how might WLL still be of
use/beneficial?
How do you think the project has supported the women who have been referred?
In your view, how does WLL enable and/or empower women? In what ways? Can you provide an example?
(Explore facilitation of independence amongst service users).
Is WLL engaging with women in a different way to existing services? E.g. gendered-specific support? Way of
working (holistic)?
Explore the model of delivery here: is the model successful and how is the model supporting/using
volunteers?
Are there any examples of added value resulting from the support provided? (Explore experiences/views of
the virtual centre here)
Can you describe The WLL approach?
Probes:
What makes it unique? /Is it unique?
Do you think it is effective? If so, how and why (what features make it so)?
Can you tell me about any learning that you have experienced in your role as part of WLL?
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What is working?
What is not working? Is there anything that you would do differently? What can be improved (and how?)
Capacity of the service to deliver?
What have been the important lessons for you as a practitioner? (shared learning?)
Partnership itself – view of this (if any?) Any issues with information sharing amongst CEOs?
In what ways has sharing best practice been useful? (Explore involvement in the advisory group here and
the forum – have they been involved and how has this been useful etc.?)
Closing questions
Is there anything you would like to say about WLL project which we have not discussed/talked about?
Thank you for your time etc., etc.

4.2.2 Interview Schedule– For Complex Needs Workers Schedule:
Introductions
Consent etc…stress that we want to talk about the project in a general way rather than trying to obtain
specific information about any of the women involved. If names or identifying factors come up within the
discussion, then reassure the participant that the information will be anonymised.
Interview questions
Please could you tell me about your role/what you do?
How are women identified and then referred into the project and onto your case load? (Explore
mechanisms and how these are working positives and negatives and ask about how women have been
‘encouraged’ into using the service).
Can you talk about your experiences of delivering the service? (Case load, needs of service users,
complexity of women’s lives, the types of issues that are being experienced etc.)
What ways of working are suitable for women on your case load? (What activities have been beneficial for
the women?)
How have you been supporting the women that you work with?
Explore the delivery of the holistic provision, what does this mean and how is it implemented?)
How important is the gendered aspect of the support?
What do the women feel/report about the service e.g. in terms of its holistic and gendered approach?
What impact has the project had on the women who you have been working with?
Generally, how do the women view the service and your role (positively and/or negatively?)
What (if any) changes have you seen in the women’s situation/circumstances?
Which of these might be as a direct result of their involvement with WLL E.g. less isolation, more
confidence, improved mental wellbeing?
Example of where it is not possible for a woman to change her circumstances, how might WLL still be of
use/beneficial?
In your view, how does WLL enable and/or empower women? In what ways? Can you provide an example?
(Explore facilitation of independence amongst service users).
Is WLL engaging with women in a different way to existing services? E.g. gendered-specific support? Way of
working (holistic)? Explore the model of delivery here: is the model successful and how is the model
supporting/using volunteers?
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Are there any examples of added value resulting from the support provided? (Explore experiences/views of
the virtual centre here)
Can you describe The WLL approach?
Probes:
What makes it unique? /Is it unique?
Do you think it is effective? If so, how and why (what features make it so)?
Can you tell me about any learning that you have experienced in your role as part of WLL?
What is working?
What is not working? Is there anything that you would do differently? What can be improved (and how?)
Capacity of the service to deliver?
What have been the important lessons for you as a practitioner? (shared learning?)
Partnership itself – view of this (if any?) Any issues with information sharing amongst CEOs?
In what ways has sharing best practice been useful? (Explore involvement in the advisory group here and
the forum – have they been involved and how has this been useful etc.?)
Closing questions
Is there anything you would like to say about WLL project which we have not discussed/talked about?

4.2.3 Interview Schedule – For Central Team
Introductions
Consent etc…stress that we want to talk about the project in a general way rather than trying to obtain
specific information about any of the women involved. If names or
identifying factors come up within the discussion, then reassure the participant that the information will be
anonymised.
Interview questions
How are you connected to The Women’s Lives Leeds Project?
How are women identified and then referred into the project? (Explore mechanisms and how these are
working positives and negatives).
In your view, how does WLL enable and/or empower women? In what ways? Can you provide an example?
(Explore facilitation of independence amongst service users).
Is WLL engaging with women in a different way to existing services? E.g. gendered-specific support? Way of
working (holistic)? Explore the model of delivery.
Can you describe The WLL approach?
Probes:
What makes it unique? /Is it unique?
Do you think it is effective? If so, how and why (what features make it so)?
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Can you tell me about any learning that you have experienced in your role as part of WLL, particularly
regarding Partnership working?
What is working?
What is not working? Is there anything that you would do differently? What can be improved (and how?)
Capacity of WLL service to deliver?
Has WLL had an impact on the capacity of your service and its ability to reach more women/girls?
Any issues with information sharing amongst CEOs?
In what ways has sharing best practice been useful? Examples of how WLL best practice has impacted their
own service and vice versa.
Is there anything you would like to say about WLL project which we have not discussed/talked about?

5.3 Service User Interview Schedule
Introduction:
Welcome and introduction to the evaluation; explaining what will take place and ensuring that all the
participants have had the necessary information and agreed to take part (consent/assent).
Questions:
1. What difference has being involved in WLL made to you?
Prompt discussion around their engagement within WLL– (linked to project outcomes)
2. How did you get referred to WLL?/ How did you find out about it?
3. What has encouraged you to access these services?
4. What encouraged you to work with WLL/use the service?
Support
5.
6.
7.
8.

What activities are beneficial to you?
What ways of working have been most beneficial to you?
What are the most important things that you have been supported with?
What is most helpful about the techniques from WLL? Give an example….

Approach
9. What is different about WLL, when compared to other services?
10. Have you felt that being supported by a woman was beneficial and important to you?
11. Do you think that the WLL service is unique?
Outcomes
12. Has the support enabled you to function differently? Give an example? (E.g. coping skills, dealing
with life…)
13. Are you more able to manage difficulties? How and why are the difficulties more manageable? Is
this because of WLL?
14. Do you feel more independent after using the service?
15. Do you have any suggestions about the ways in which the service could be improved? Any
recommendations for change?
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